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IBM Reports
Information: inflation s enemy.
Can you name something that actually costs less today, a lot less? Something that can help fight the rising cost of the things you buy?

We can: information technology.
A series of computations that cost $1.26 to do on an IBM computer in 1952
can now be done for 7/10ths of a penny. That's 180 times less. (As a matter of fact, it's
really 400 times less if you figure what a dollar was worth in 1952.1
Innovating to Reduce Costs
The continuing improvement in the performance-per-dollar of information
technology is the result of innovation. Innovation that has made IBM computers
more than athousand times faster than the first commercial models ofjust 26 years ago.
Innovation that comes from applying brains and research dollars to finding
better, less costly ways to help put information to work for people. Innovation, not
only by IBM, but by hundreds of companies in the information technology business.
Innova[ion. It helps limit the bite of inflation.
Declining Costs Spur Productivity
Equally important, such price-performance improvements make it increasingly practical for businesses, schools, hospitals, municipalities and others to use
information technology in an ever-widening range of applications-to improve productivity to keep costs to a minimum.
Productivity. It helps limit the bite of inflation, too.
Sure, the causes of inflation are many and complex. Sure,theres no easy
solution to the inflationary spiral...but it's clear information technology can help.
We're proud to be part of a young, innovative industry that one day may

help bring inflation to its knees. In the meantime, we plan to keep meeting inflation
head-on with innovation and productivity ... every chance we get.
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Having said this, let me add that I

thought his Annapolis speech was the
best I ever heard him make. At an awesome moment in history he was calm,

restrained, and reassuring. There was
no bombast. It would have been so easy
from Washington
June 17, 1975

Carte>.'s Best Speech

b(

"You soend a billion here and a billion
there," Everett Dirksen used to tell
budget committees with mock solemnity, "and pretty soon you're talking real
money!" It sounded funny at the time
but it's beginning to date. What's a
billion any longer? Today, a single
proposed aircraft carrier costs over two
billion. We thought about that listening
to President Carter discussing nuclear
war at Annapolis last week. The latest
example for a real •,var is Vietnam.
George McGovern has an estimate'for
Vietnam, worked out for him by some
govermnent agency or other. The full
bill isn't in. yet, of course (the US oa:d
pensions to veterans' widows for a
centurv after the Civil War). Vietnam
IOUs still oouwin-medical costs, pensions and interest on the war debt.
Total? Around $350 billion-the price
tag for a small war. For comparison, the
total federal budget receipts from all
sources in fiscal year 1977 were $357
billion. Or, as an easy way to remember
it, a third of a trillion. Trillion. We are
moving into the vocabulary of
astronomers.
President Carter is not an eloquent
man. His delivery is only so-so, better
than Harry Truman's as he reads a
speech, but not as good as Truman was
when he extemporized and used that up
and down chop of both arms, whPle he
poured it on. Carter doesn't lift you out
of your seat; he is a bit on the dull side.

to slop over and throw in the "lift of a
drivir.g dream" or some other meretri-

cioooTs purple phrase. He didn't. He was
low-keyed and earnest and open. It was
an honest speech.
It came at a turning point. At the UN
Andrew Young took the positiori that
there is little menace to Americans in the
Horn of Africa which, six months ago,
thev hadn't heard of. At the disarmam&t conference Walter Monda!e [ook a
toagh stand toward the Russians, then
Carter followed this up with a hard line
in questions and answers at Chicago.
Toughest of all was Brzezinski, national
security adviser, who snarled at the
Russians last month an "Meet the
Press," and charged they had violated
the "code of detente." He sounded as
though he wanted to sever relations.
Who was speaking for the administration? Was Zbig or Secrete.ry Vance in
charge Of US foreign policy? Then came
the president's puzzling demuciation of
theW.ufrtigtan Pasl headline (June 2) ^

"W'hite House Imposes Freeze. on
Strategic Arms Talks." There was no
freeze, he declared angrilv in a personal
appearance in the White House press
rooTS
i, Very well, the headlice_was
wrong. But the body of the news-story
modified the report and anyway, was it
all that important? Things must be very
critical indeed in Soviet relations for
suci an outburst, manyconcluded. That
was the background for the Annapolis
address. Some waited for a bombshell;
others declared that the president was
playing polltics-trying to revive flagging popularity by lambasting Moscow
and reviving hysteria.
Instead of that the president spoke
softly. He gave a dignified appeal_ Let
the Russians think about what they are
doing, cooperate, close the gap on the
SALT agreement-the prospects for
which, he insisted, "are good." He went
ov^differences of view and styte of the
su;aerpowers, noting Russia's steady,
alarming investment for 15 years of 15
percent of its gross national product in
armaments. He didn't say this but the
United States annually invests only
about seven or eight percent of GNP on
arms; it comes, of course, from a
national output about twice Russia's.
In calm words Mr. Carterin effect told
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his adversary to go look in the mirror;
Moscow is losing friends, its cu!tural
bonds with nthers are "few and frayed,"
its form Of government "is becoming
to other
increasingly unattractive
nations,"and =-o oa- This was not offered
as a provocative taunt but quietly, as a
matter of common knosvledge. The
heart of the talk was, of cnurse, the
statement, "The Soviet Union can
choose either confrontation or cooperation. The United States is adequately
prepared to meet either choice:' That
couid have been said with a roll of
thunder or with a theatrical flourish; it
was characteristic of Carter that the
actual utterance was like the words
themselves, matter-of-fact.

The Carter speech emphasizes that
beside the conspicuous nuclear arms
race a second great contest is going on
around the world between Russia and
America, partlv in economic terms and

partlv in abstractions. social justice,
political self-determination and human
tights- Itpops no insuch out-of the-wny

places as mismanaged, corrupt and
virt-jallybar.krupt Zaire-aboctequally

far away from Moscow and Washington. It intertw•ines with America's
gigantic strugg:e to get on the temperance wagon of energy conservation and

kick he addiction to imported oil.
The odds in this second contest are far

closer than most Americans think. The
bus!ness in Zaire, for example, is not
only between East and West but North
and South, the South representng the

underdeveloped third world where half
the people go to bed hungry at night.
The United States, with six aercent of

the world's oopulation, uses z third of its
energy. The Mobil advertisements and
Ben Wattenberg tell us not to feel guilty

about this, but It presents the US to the
world as the very symbol of ruthless
capitalism bent on enslaving desoairing
have-not nations. They want a new international economic order presented

alluringly by Moscow with Cuban
troops.
Russia has an aging oligarchy,
operating a ponderous centralized

bureaucracy with an economic system
short on capital, technology and 4ee
market incentives. Dangerous weak-

nesses. But America's oil dependence is a
danger, too. Consumption is uo 1S
percent since 1973 and rising, 47 percent
of it imported and a crunch likely in eight
years. What happens if there is a coup it.
Saudi Arabia, or the oil jugular is other-

wise cut% Not all risks are nuclear.
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Me First
Richard Nixon told us in his second inaugural address
thatweshouldstopaskingwhatgovernmentcandofor
us. He said we should ask instead, "What can I do for
myself%" It's been five years since he-offered that
advice, and now suddenly Americans seem to be taking
it to heart. They have thrown aside whatever generous
impulse may have made them support public services in
the past and begun to vote for leaders who tell them
that they should think of themselves first and of the
community second.
Last week's elections provided some examples. One
was the defeat of Senator Clifford Casein the New
Jersey Republican primary by a 34-year-old disciple of
Ronald Reagan, Jeffrey Bell. Bell has only tenuous ties
to New Jersey, and'nis only past polit:caTaccomplishment was dreaming up Reagan's pledge during the 1976
election to cut $90 billion from government spending
on social services. In Ohio, voters rejected more than
half the school tax and bond measures on the batlot.
But the most sweeping affirmation of-the me-first
principle came From California. Voters decided by a
margin of two-to-one last week to support the JarvisGann initiative-also known as Proaosition 13-which
promised to cut property taxes by more than 50
percent. Tax assessments are to be turned back to the
1975-761evel and can be increased by no more than two
percent a year. But there is an exception-one that
reveals the narrow selfishness of the amendment most
starkly: a house can be reassessed up to its full market
value after it changes hands. Present homeowners are
protected; future homeowners are on their own.
"Launch the lifeboat-I'm aboard. Everybody else can
swim to shore."
In keeping with the spirit of the day, Proposition 13
will giveproportionally more relief according to the size
of one's investment. The rich get richer. The measure
will cost local governments about seven billion dollars
in lost revenue the first year, and the deficit will have to
be made good with funds From the state and federal
government. This tax revolt could havea curious result
notanticipatedbyitsbackers.ItcouldmakeCalifornia's
public services-to the extent that they survive the
coming budget cuts-more dependent on far-away
JunF 17. 1978
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bureaucracies in Sacramento and Washington, DC.
The Jarvis campaign rode to success on a very
appealing myth, one that has worked well in other
conservative crusades. It is the myth that government
is the source of society's ills, and that the way to reform
the government is to go at it with an ax. One begins by
slashing taxes. This sales pitch is aimed just low enough
to appeal to middle-class voters-in this instance, to
middle-class owners of houses. The deception lies in
that it gives a sheen of high purposz to a cause that in
fact is rooted in narrow self-interest. The Jarvis
propostion, Californians were told, was not just a
cause for property owners to join, but a fight on
principle against flabby government. We suspect that
this blending of libertarian rhetor'.c svith cash prizes for
the middle class is the central appeal of the new
backlash that is gaining momentum in the country. It
salves the conscience by saying that voters can do good
by doing well for themselves, even if doing so means
that they withdraw from the commimity.
It is true, of course, thatgovernnient bureaucracies
grow flabby and require surgery on occasion. But the
sensible way to proceed is to elect a trustworthy
surgeon. If California's problem is that it is burdened
with an overextended education system, then Californians should have the good sense to find and elect
someone who will make the necessary budget cuts.
They should also be willing to support such a leader
when he gets in a hot political fight with special
groups-such as teachers' unions-that want to stop
the surgery. The supporters of the Jarvis plan,
however, have done much less than this..All they can
say that they've done with certainty is to lower the tax
bills of middle and upper-class property owners. Possibly they may reduce the size of local government, but
that remains to be seen.
Nixon's thesis-that we do best by helping
ourselves-has never been unpopular, despite Nixon's
belief that he was articulating a rare and profound
truth. It is a hard little rule, cherished by compulsive
winners in every part of the world. It inspires the
ambitious and confirms the value of success. What it
does no do is tell the whole truth. It fails toexplain that
5

the generous impulse is just as necessary to our
survival as the acquisitive Impu'se, for without it,
society disintegrates and productive work comes to a
stop. But the generous impulse must be nurturec by

our polltical leader. Afterizsi weekwill therebeanyoi
them left with the courage to do it, or will they all be
jumping abuard the me-first bandwagon:

White House Watch
Hard Lines
The section of the Great Wallof China near Peking that
Richard Nixon and Henr,vKissinger visited in 1972and

that Zbigniew Brzezinski visited in May has three
levels. The steps rising from the ground to all of them
are steep and the climb from the second level to the top
is very steep. Deputy Foreign Mimster WangHai-jung,

a grand-niece of the late Mao Tse-tung, accompanied
Brzezinski to the wall. Brzezinsk: said aRerward in

Washington that she was "very charming." One of the
Americans in his party said that for Brzezinskt the trip
to the wall was a fun occasion, an outing with an
attractive and stimulating woman after hours in

conferences and at banquets in Peking, and that he let
himself relax with no thought that his behavior would

be reported around the world. He was told when he
reached the second level that Nixon and Kissinger
stopped there and didn't climb to. the top. Brzezinski

reacted instantly and in character: where Nixon and
Kissinger had not gone, he would go. He challenged
Wang and the others with him to race him up the rema;ning steps and shouted, "Last one to the top fights
the Russians in Ethiopia!" He, Wang and theircompanions then walked briskly up with Brzezinski in the lead.
Although the crack about "Russian=_ in Ethiopia" was
made in fun, it could not-Brzezinski being
Brzezinski-have been made in innocence. It occurred
amid and detracted from a series of considered assertions of common US and Chinese interestandof thrusts
by Brzezinski at Communist China's Communist
enemy, the Soviet Union. Because it was excessive and
childish and also because it manifestly wou!d never
have been made by anyone else of Brzezinski's rank in
the Carter admin:stration,-the remark furthered and in
a small way justified a feeling that American foreign
policy was in the hands of people who didn't know what
they were dodng.
The President soon showed that he was aware of the
feeling and understood that it was serious and
widespread, and imperiled all that he hoped to
accomplish in the world. He decided to attempt in a
previously scheduled graduation address at the US
6
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Naval Academy in Annapolis to dispel the confusion
that increasingly seemed to envelop and obscure his
policy. He said in the speech that his subject was "the
re(ationship between the world's two greatest powers,
the United States and the Soviet Union." Since early
last year he had dealt with that subject in three major
speeches and in scores of group interviews, press
conferences and other exchanges. Every point that he
made in the Annapolis speech, including the identity of
CommunistChineseandAmerican interests that Brzezinski emphasized in Pek'ng and the iniquities of Soviet
and Cuban intervention in Africa that Brzezinski and
Carter have been proclaiming for many months, had
been made again and again. Carter stated some of his
points in harsher words and harder tone than he
previously had. But it was all on the record, It all must
have been taken into account long since by Soviet
officialdom. There could have been nothing new to the
Kremlin except the hardened tone in Carter's assertion
that"The Soviet Union can choose eitherconfrontation
or cooperation. The United States is adequately
prepared to meet either choice." Certainly there was
nothing new, indeed there seemed to be no meaningful
point either for the Kremlin or for Americans, in
Carter's moralistic recital of the Soviet system's sins
and faults.
Why the speech, then? The answer is simpfe and
depressing. The President of the United States thought
it necessary 16 months after taking office to
demonstrate that he has a policy, thathe knows what it
is, and that he is in charge of it. A briefer speaking for
him at the White House the morning the speech was
delivered acknowledged that a contrary impression is
prevalent and troubling. The briefer said that the
impression results more from poor reporting in the
media than from any differences among the officials

who (the briefer didn't say) variously assist and hamper
the President in formula:ing and expressing the policy.
That said, we duck further evaluation of the speech and
deal with the nature and causes of the confusion that

brought it on.
The confusion arises in part from a consequence of
experience that Carter officials discuss freely in private
but somehow never get around to explaining in public.
The Carter administration took office with a belief that
"a policy based on constant decency in its values and on
optimism in our h:s;orical vision° (Jimmy Carter-May
25, 1977) would elicit a response from the Soviet Union
and lead to a degree of accommodation that have not
occurred. An accompanying conviction was that
Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford and Henry Kissingerespecially Kissinger-were incapable of conceiving and
applying such a policy and therefore had failed to
achieve the accommodation with the Soviet Union that
Carter and some of his people expec:ed to accomplish.
The expectation was not rooted in the total naivete that
this summary note may indicate. One of the ironies of
Lontin!ted on prtgr 8)
The New Rrpun!ic
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(which would certainly surprise most
anthropologists). Nor is it a desire to
avoid politicalcommitment. It results
To :he editors:
The listing on this magazine's masthead _from a legitimate fear of economic and
of its first "staff photographer" is
social persecution which has indeed
been so systematic and so successful
occasion for a small story about the
that until very recentl,v few homosexmagazine, pictures and Richard Nixon.
uals dared to identify themselves for
At Hangchow, toward the end of
^NiYonsvuitto Communist China in fearoflosing their jobs, their homes and
1972, he posed for a group photograph- even their physlcal safety. If Vfr. Robinwith his press party and then had his - son was not so smugly content with
armchair analysis, some elementary
picture taken shaking hands separately
with each of us. When Press Secretarv - research would reveal to him plentiful,
Ronald Ziegler introduced me, Nixon -_. documented examples of police harasssaid mysteriously and unforgettably,ment,senselessbeatings,jobdismissals,
Oh yes, The New RepubRr." It doesn't use .. loan refusals, housing denials and even
^
+-killings all direcied toward homosexuals
pictures." That night, as he and Premier
Chou en-Lai left a banquet together,
merely because they have efther been so
Nixon introduced Chou to reporters
brave or so unfortunate as to be
identifiable as homosexuals. Meanwhile
standing along the aisle. Introducing me,
the courts continue to took the other
he said "John Osborne of The New
way. There has long been a tacit
Repu67ir. It doesn't use pictures, you
know."Chou, who understood and understanding between public and
private citizens alike that the rights of
spoke English, smiled and murmured,
homosexuals can be violated with im"Of course I know!" As they walked on
and Nixon kept pausing to chatter with_, punity.Having dismissed the demand for
_reporters and others, Chou raised his_ .
^ nght hand to Nixon's back and pushed equal protectionof thelawsas merelyan
Mr.
infantile defnand for attention;
^.
him gently .._
toward
the
.
..
.. door.
__ _
-. takes up the cause of the anti_ _. _-_
'-Robinson
-_
John Osborne gay movement.He is really quite candid
Senior Edi!or_aboutthis. He does not claim that gay
The New Rrpubiir - rights lead to dangerous or disruptive
- ------ ._--------^ -- social consequences. He concedes that
---- -homosexuals are mostly indistinguishable from their heterosexual
Alegitilnate fear
counterparts -unless homosexuals
the edilors _
---r themselves tell us who they are. This
Out of focus

Paul Robinson ("Invisible Men," TNR,

they must be,prevented from doing,

_

however, lest Mr. Robinson and others
June 3) denies 'that there is a praetfcal
- need for laws protecting the rights of.__ be subject to uncontrollably vivid imaginings of penises_in mouths and
-- homosexuals because homosexuals are
"f-dtscriminated against unless trcry are...anuses." But if the mere sight OF a
^idenfiJia6rrasknmoseruals Thisisa^littlelike
.sownhomosexual triggers such fantasies; does not the sight of heterosex----saying thatthe(ewsinHitle(sGermany
=possessed the same rights as Aryans uals trigger similar fanta5ies? After all,
-provided thatthey could successfu]!y_. the practice neither of fellatio nor
sodomy is confined tohnmosexuaks.
conceal their Jewishness. Is there no
moral judgment of a society willing to -The concern with the sexual practices
of minoritles is the true red herring of
condemn whole groups of people except
Mr. Robinsop's-article. The concern
those who are lucky enough to be able to
"shouldnot be whether cunnllingus-is
hide?
Mr. Robinson has sympathetically intrinsically more palatable than Pel€atio
described the pain and difficulty ex--= but whether it is rea€lv justifiable to
perienced in the daily lives of most legally pressure onegroupof peopleinto
^. homosexuals as they try toconceal their
concealing their presence solely because
.-.__
ide-ntities. But this"secretiveness"is dot
a larger group finds the very thoughtof
them offensive, Mr. Robinson concedes
the result of a"common shame inwhich
-

all human beings hide their sexuality"

that in Fact the opponents of homosex-
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ual righ ts really have no place to turn for
a platform other than to traditional
religion." Having already denied 14th
Amendment protections to homosex-ua€s, he now sacrifices the First Amendment. Apparently that is the price
everyone must pay to be protected from
the visibility of gays and the horrors of
one's own fantasy life.
Paul Sbepara'
fbn;eers6 MassaclwseRs

And they all wear cardigans
-

To the editorr. ^

Garhy Trudeau probably does not know
it, but there really is a Department of
Symbolism of sorts at one of our major
universities. I and 70 of my classmates
graduated from Brown University with
a degree in $emiotics-the study of
signs andsymbolization.
We never could figure out who would
endow such an area of study, but now I
guess it's obvious. HEW needed a
"feeder" institution For the Department
of Symbolism.
Ave Seave
Brown University
Class of '77

Well, my broker is . . .
To the editars:
I would like to call attention to
something that is becoming common
practice in TNR and other magazinessomething we might call"thegratuitous
appeal to authority when stating the
obvious." A good example is in Ken
Bode's article "Carter in November"
(May. 20T.After remarking (second
paragraph) that off-year loss of seats is
.as well established as any tendency
-."he continues,"Po€itical scientist
Austin Ranney pointed out recently. ..." Well perhaps he did. But sohave
several hundred thousand other people.
And it's a fact known to milliorSScertainly to everyone who reads TNR.I'll
wager that 1000, perhaps 10,000, times
as many people know a bout t he off-year
electiqn situation as have ever heard of
Austin Ranne,v. So what's the point:'
.._.- Wii!iam Eng!ish
Wnuland, ,Mazsarhuse!ts
Ken Bode erp(ains: Ranney's a friend.

Carter's dilemma is that as early as 1974 he was
expressing the basic views on defense and international
realities that he is expressing now. Presidential Review
Memorandum 10 ("PRIM lo"), a study that NEC
assistant and Harvard professor-on-leave Samuel P.
Huntington conducted a year ago, foresaw that Africa
with its poverty, its weak governments and its remnants of colonialism offered the Soviet Union opportunities for intervention that probably didn't exist
anywhere else. As officials familiar with the classified
study readily concede, it did not anticipate that the
Soviet Union and its agent, Communist Cuba, would
exploit the situation as quickly and boldly as they have.
Inasmuch as the Russians and Cubans had intervened
in Angola and Congress had killed off Kissinger's
covert attempt to frusfrate them there before Carter
was elected, PRIM 10's analysis was hardly a miracle of
prescience. In a wobbly sort of way, however, the
sequence of expectation and disappointment supports
the rather defensive explanation that the hardening of
Carter administration rhetoric merely and inevitably
reflects changes in perception that could and did come
only with experience.
A Carter official who is associated in the public mind
both with Africa and with the confusion over policy
toward Africa is Andrew Young, the US ambassador to
the United Nations. Young's, Carter's, and other
officials' protestations to the contrary, a clear contradiction between Young's vievJ that the administration ought not to "panic" over the Soviet-Cuban
presence and activities in Africa and the President's
continuing and intensifying expressions of concern
persists and does much to perpetuate the sense of confusion that Carter is trying to dispel. In my unfashionably orthodox opinion, this particular difficulty is
rooted in two fundamental misconceptions of the UN
ambassador's role. First, that ambassadorship is not the
place for an incumbent with a special constituency of
the kind that regards Andrew Young as its foremost
representative in the administration and, rightly from
its standpoint, expects him to reflect its special biases
and interests. The reference of course is to the black
community and to Ambassador Young as a black
American. Second, Carter made a mistake when he let
Andrew Young become an independent and to all
effects autonomous ambassador instead of what the
position and the law require, a faithful subordinate and
spokesman for the President and the secretary of state.
It is somehow fitting that this incomplete account of
difficulties and confusion should end with only the
barest reference to one of the President's few recent
and substantial successes in foreign affairs, At the
NATO summit conference in Washington May 30-31,
the heads of 13 member governments affirmed their
commitments to implement important improvements
in the alliance that he initiated in London last year.
Among them is a long-term, 15-year effort to build up
military readiness, coordinate deplorably and
8
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dangerously uncoordinated equipment programs, and
sustain defense expenditure for NATO purposes at any
level agreed to be necessary. The continuing increase in
Soviet and Warsaw Pact military strength on the
borders of Western Europe is a fact and Carter is right
in calling upon his NATO allies, including some who
require tuging and some who don't, to recognize the
danger and counter it until and unless it is diminished
by negotiation and accommodation with the Soviet
Union.

John Osborne

And other tricks of the campaigner's trade.

Walking Pol
Political gimmicks are one of the smaller costs of
democracy. Every year old ones are dusted off and new
ones devised to win some low-cost publicity for
candidates with more time on their hands than money,
or to draw attention in a field crowded with look-alikes.
Press conferences outside belching factories, or on the
steps of utility companies, at unemployment lines and
supermarket check-out stands-yes, and carrying your
own luggage and sleeping over on supporters'
couches-are all standard fare of political gimmickry.
The season is upon us again.
Every working stiff on Capitol Hill knows the story
of Dick Clark. He was the staff assistant whom
Congressman John Culver sent back to Iowa to set up a
campaign organization so that Culver could return and
run for the Senate in 19712. When Culver decided not to
make the race, Clark got inspiration. He quit his job,
filed for the seat himself and set off across the stateon foot. When he began, Clark's name identification
was just about zero. But his border-to-border walk won
enough media mileage to overcome that and capture
him a seat that Iowa Republicans had reasonably
assumed they owned.
Dick Clark is up for reelection this year, and once
again he's hiking around Iowa. Obviously it's a political
gimmick, but walking the state has proved to be one of
the best attention grabbers of the past decade. Of
course, it certifies nothing about the candidate other
than high vitality and sturdy dogs, two qualities
evidently much esteemed by the contemporary electorate. "Walkin" Lawton Chiles probably holds the
record. He strolled the length of Florida, 1003 miles
from Pensacola to Miami, and won a Senate seat. Dan
Walker spent the summer before a March primarywhen, arguably, there wasn't much else to do-hiking
The New Republic
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along the highways of Illinois in -pursuit of the
governorship. He also won. Now, in addition to Clark,
there is a gubernatorial hopeful walking across
Tennessee and there are candidates for state office in
Maryland and Arkansas who are jogging between
campaign stops, at least so long as they are in range ofa
television crew.
Properly choreographed, a walk has the candidate
tramping into each major media market of a state and
onto the local news programs. Along the highways, he's
flanked by aides bearing banners which notify
motorists that the grinning, waving hiker they'reabout
to pass has aspirations to public service. Count the cars
for a day and it's easy to conclude that you'll see more
voters along the roadside than by running from one
Rotary luncheon to the next. And you don't risk
alienating them by having to reveal where you stand on
the issues.
When Dan Walker came up For reelection in 1976, his
public relations folks released a song commemorating
the 1972 achievement, called A Winner Walkin' Honir. It
was a twangy ballad:
Stoppin' at a cm,ntry store,

es.

smenfstains on the denim shirt he wore.
The hopes and drearns of his feilow man,
keep him malkin' on across this (anA.
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Well, you can't fool the voters of Illinois like that.
Singin' about it is not the same as doin' it. Walker lost.
Losing is not the only risk involved in the walking gig.
Two years ago, Democratic state chairman Hess Dyas
set off across the rainswept plains of Nebraska and
wound up in the hospital battling pleurisy instead of his
primary opponent, Edward Zorinsky. But there are
spin-off benefits, too. Talking to voters on his walk
through Florida, Lawton Chiles converted from a
Vietnam hawk to a dove.
There've been some variations on the walk. One
candidate announced he would swim the length of
Florida, which is much harder to do, of course, and has
the handicap that you get to meet a lot fewer people. In
her 1974 congressional race against Bob Wilson,
Colleen O'Connor actually did swim across the San
Diego Bay. She lost. In a Senate primary, former
congressman Max McCarthy donned ascuba suit and
dived under New York harbor. He came up, but
finished fourth in a field of four.
Cliff Finch, who is now governor of Mississippi and
before that was a well-to-do trial lawyer, camoaigned as
a friend of the working man and took to carrying a black
lunch bucket to certify that fact. The lunch bucket
became his campaign symbol. Instead of buying
billboards, his supporters constructed big lunch
buckets along the roadsides. Itworked. Harold Miller, a
fellow who ran for Congress from suburban Virginia a
few years ago, found it troublesome to get his message
June 77, 1979
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across in the crowded Washington, DC, media market.
Miller bought up $10,000 worth of 45 rpm records
featuring himself conversing on issues, which he
planned to mail out to voters. Then fund-raising dried
up. The records are still in the basement and Miller is
not in Congress.
Texas is always a great place for political gimmicks, as
just this year's primary proves. John Hill, who ousted
incumbent governor Dolph Briscoe, dreamed up a
device to convince voters he did not favor a state
income tax; a giant rubber stamp bearing the word
VETO, which he promised to use on any income tax^
legislation, "before the ink gets dry!" Running for state
treasurer, Henry Ledbetter filled a pick-up truck with
funny money he'd printed up, then drove around the
state giving it away to dramatize his charge that the
state's bank deposits were not being invested properly.
He lost, two-to-one. Congressional candidate Perry
Ellis, an evangelist, rigged up a dial-a-speech telephone
recording for those who missed his campaign
appearances, a large category of folks if the primary
outcome is any indication! Ellis finished fifth in a field of
five. In the same primary, the Texas voters did all these
fellows one better by electing a dead man in a contested
primary. At 83, the fellow was still alive but not a good
actuarial bet when he was nominated. Since the law
allowed the Democratic organization to name his
replacement if he won the primary, they just kept
running his advertisements after he died, and he came
in first.
The most persistent gimmick these days is for
candidates to show up at the workplace and do a few
hours-or even a full shift-of well publicized, on-thejob learning. Right now there are a dozen or more
candidates around the country digging ditches, pumping gasoline, laying bricks, driving buses, busing dishes,
dredging for oysters and teaching school. These are day
laborers in the literal sense. Aday in the shipyard, a day
in the mines, a day in the factory. It's meant to give the
candidate an idea of the problems (and joys) of the
average American.
Take the case of Bob Graham, a state senator from
the Miami area who is running for governor of Florida.
His financial statement shows assets of more than four
million dollars, so to counter the impression that
someone worth that much doesn't know the meaning
of work, Graham has promised to do a full day's work
on each of 100 entry-level jobs. Last weekend he
completed his 70th. Among many other exertions,
Graham has processed sponges, poured columns on a
high-rise building, labored as a logger in west Florida
and hired on a tugboat out of Jacksonville. He has
picked tomatoes and oranges, been a stable boy at a
racetrack, worked on a shrimo boat and picked up 18
tons of refuse on a garbage crew. According to Jerry
Smith, his campaign manager, Graham also spent a day
and a half unemployed."He felt the frustration of being

unemployed with the use of nothing but public
transportation to get around," Smith explains.
In Virginia, US Senate candidate Rufus Phillips,
another odd jobber who favors 100 percent of parity for
farm products, is accepting livestock from farmers as
campaign contributions. When he goes to a stockyard
to convert the on-hoof contributions into cash, it
involves filling out a special form for the Federal
Elections Commission.
_
One work-a-day candidate got a lot more out of the
experience than he bargained for. Running for a state
senate seat in LaCrosse, Wisconsin, in 1976, Paul
Offner lined upstints working on a construction site, as
a teacher, as a cook and as a housew•ife. His first day on
the job, working on the roof of a municipal building,
Offner stepped backward through some unsupported
insulation and dropped five floors, finishing the day in
critical condition with a Fractured pelvis, contusions of
the lung and a broken arm. Offner recovered-and won
the election with 60 percent of the vote.
Now Paul Offner is running For lieutenant governor
of Wisconsin. His opponent is a fellow named
LaFollette, which is a cherished name in that state, so
Offner again faces long odds. A few weeks ago, the
campaign car that Offner was riding in washit
broadside by a semi-truck and totaled. Offner? Lrnhurt,
this time. But he must have Mr. LaFollette wondering.
If the semi-truck gimmick was just for openers, what
tricks does Paul Offner have uphis sleeve for the rest of
the campaign?
-

Ken Bode

A modest triumph for Carter diplomacy.

Election Wins Close Call
Democracy in the Dominican Republic seems to have
survived its most severe test since the American.
intervention in the 1965 civil war. Credit for this
belongs to the Carter administration, acting in close
coordination with a half-dozen Latin American and
Western European governments. If it weren't for the
instant US reaction, including a forceful personal
warning by Jimmy Carter, chances are that the
Dominican military would have nullified the election of
Antonio Guzmbn, a political moderate, and kept in
office President Joaquin Balaguer, a relic of Rafael
Trujillo's dictatorial era.
The American success in dissuading the Dominican
generals from carrying out an anti-Guzmzn coup,
which was already in the works, probably prevented
serious strife, if not a new civil war, in the Dominican
Republic. Guzm3n was leading Balaguer by a large
margin when troops halted further vote-counting the
TO
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day after the May 16 balloting, creating an imminent
threat of a bloody confrontation between the soldiers
and much of the population.
Carter's effort demonstrated that the US, when so
disposed, is capable of moving in support o
df
democracy-at least in the Western Hemispheretime of crisis. In taking his strong stand, Carter tgnor^^..U
more cautious advice from many-though not allState Department officials. American actions in the
Dominican crisis put other Latin American regimes on
notice that the Carter administration means business
concerning the restoration of democracy in this
dictatorship-ridden hemisphere. The Dominican
events were watched closely in Bolivia, Ecuador and
Peru, where local military regimes have committed
themselves to free elections this year; as well as in
Argentina, Brazil and Chile, countries where the
Carter advocacy of human rights is beginning to have
some impact. Carter deserves considerable credit,
especially because he eschewed wholly unilateral
moves and acted instead in concert with democratic
leaders in Latin America.
Given the turbulent history of relations between the
US and the Dominican Republic, Carter's policies
carried exquisite ironies. Following the occupation by
US Marines, TrujiJlo became the country's brutal
dictator in the early 1930s. US support for Trujillo
continued until 1961, when the Kennedy administration quietly helped to inspire Dominican plotters to
assassinate him. In 1962,Juan Bosch, a noted writer and
a left-of-center reformer, was chosen president in the
Dominican Republic's first truly free election. Vice
President Lyndon Johnson was on hand to celebrate
this event. A year later, however, Bosch was deposed by
the military, marking the end of the short-lived
democratic experiment in the Dominican Republic.
In April 1965, pro-Bosch "constitutionalists;" including younger army officers, launched a rebellion
designed to restore him to power. A civil war brokeout
in Santo Domingo between the rebels and the hard-line
military. President Johnson, led to believe that he was
facing anothe r"Communist Cu ba,"dispatched the FiPs t
Marine Division and the 82nd Airborne Division to the
Dominican Republic to help the hard-liners put down
the uprising.
Subsequent political maneuvering involved National
Security Adviser McGeorge Bundy, Deputy Secretary

of Defense Cyrus Vance, and Ambassador Ellsworth
Bunker, just before he was sent to Vietnam. The
American first choice for a provisional president was a

wealthy provincial landowner named Antonio Guzm5n. Bundy had picked him as a reasonably liberal

figure capable of reconciling the rival faction. Bundy,
however, was overruled in Washington and, afret' a
brief transition, Joaquin Balaguer was put in the
presidency in 1966. The.Americans conveniently forgot

that Balaguer had served as Trujillo's hand-picked
president in the years preceding the dictator's
The New Rrrnblir
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"What fuel could supply America's
electricity for about 25o years?"
-David G. Roberts, Scientist

"Coal. America has one trillion tons of coal reserves in
theground. Enough energy to equal the oil reserves of the
whole world.
°Coal is a tested, proven energy resource, and only a
generation ago it was suppl3ing 48% of our energy.

"'todav, in the midst of
the energy crisis, with U.S. oil
resources starting to mn out, it
supplies only 20% of our energy
"By tapping our vast reserves of coal, we can lessen our
dependence on imported oiI-a move that's in the best interest
of all of us.
Electric companies are converting to coal.

"So, wherever feasible, electric companies are converting
plants that run on oil and natural gas to coal. In this way,
these precious fuels will last as long as possible-not only for
transportation and heating, but for fertilizers, pharmaceuticals,
and other useful applications.
"To meet the nation's

_ rising power requirements,
we will need 825 million
tons of coal annually by
1985, as compared to
half of that amount in
1975. Billions of dollars
will be needed to get that
° coal out of the ground, to
;a nanspon it, to create ann-

pollution controls.
Coal can't do thejob
alone-we still need
nuclear energy as a
major source of
electricitv.

'Nuclear energy is the other proven source of electricity
For many sections of the country, it's the best and most
economical source of powec
"But remember that in some sections of the country our
electric power capacity is stretching t6in."
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The time to build power plants is now.
------ ---------r-

B y 1988 America will need 40% more electricity just to

su PP IY all the new PeoPle and their jobs. I^lew power
ower

pl ants-both coal and nuclear-are urgently needed and
must be started at once to be ready in time. For facts on
your energy options, just send in the coupon.

Edison Electric institute

for the electric companies
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assassination, when Trujillo had preferred to exercise
his power from behind the scenes.
Now a US favorite, Balaguer was reelected in 1970
and 1974, with the opposition boycotting both elections. He won high marks in Washington for pacifying
the country (although he tolerated right-wing terrorist
squads, the police-supported "bandas") and encouraging American private investment. When
Balaguer visited Washington in September 1977 For the
signing of the Panama Canal treaties, Jimmy Carter
singled'nim out for praise as a true democrat.
The opposition Dominican Revolutionary Party
(PRO), first created by Bosch, decided to contest
Balaguer's bid for fourth term in May 1978 by putting
up Antonio Guzmi;n as ifs-candidate. Balaguer, along
with US diplomatic observers, was certain of victory:
incumbents are not easily defeated in the Dominican
Republic, particularly when they are backed by the
military. Then came the surprise: During the night of
May 16 and 17, as the votes were being counted,
Guzm3n acquired a two-to-one lead over Bataguer.
Early on the morning of May 17, Dominican troops
entered the polling stations and stoppec, the count. A
military coup seemed to- be in progress, apparently
under the direction of General Rene Beauchamp Javier,
the armed forces secretary, and General Neit Nivar, the
chief of police. It remains unclear whether the 70-yearold Balaguer encouraged the coup But he obviously
acquiesced in it-and failed to exercise his ostensible
commitment to democracy-by remaining silent when
the troops took over the pollingstations.
The Dominican events were anacute embarrassment
to the Carter administration. Not only was the democratic process being undermined, but limm,v Carter was
on the record with public praise for Balaguer as a
champion of democracy. Thus the administration
moved at once. The State Department set up a special
working group on the Dominican Republic during May
17. The American Ambassador in Santo Domingo,
Robert L. Yost (who had presented his credentials to
Balaguer on the eve of the elections) was instructed to
call on Balaguer to express the US concern. This was
part of standing contingency plans in the Department.
Balaguer, however, refused to receive Yost, an attitude
he maintained for the next two weeks. Yost spent
hours that day sitting iYrt his limousine outside the
Presidential Palace in the vain hope of being granted an
audience. Then he reported his failure.
The next step was for Secretary of State Vance, a
veteran of the 1965 events, to telephone Balaguer to
urge the restoration of the democratic process_
Balaguer, however, refused to take Vance's call; his
aides said he was tired and resting. Vance thereupon
fired off a cable to Balaguer, informing him that a
continued interruption of the constitutional process
would have a "profound effect" on AmericanDominican relations. Balaguer ignored the cable.
12
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OnThursday, May 18, Venezuela's President Carlos
AndrBs PerEz publicly condemned the Dominican
behavior, as did the presidents of Colombia and Costa
Ricaand Panama's strong man Omar Torrijos. The
State Department entered into urgent consultations
with several Latin American governments to consider
internationai action. Working in secrecy, the US and
Venezuela decided to call an urgent meeting of
hemisphere foreign ministers on the grounds that the
failure to respect the results of the elections in the
Dominican Republic could result in a"threa: to peace in
the Hemisphere." The diplomats recognized that this
was a bit far-fetched, but the accent now was on
international pressure. And because the Dominican
Revolutionary Party is close to the Socialist International, the social democratic governments of West
Germany and Portugal joined in this pressure, urging
Balaguer to let the electoral process run its course.
There was also the hint from Perez that Venezuela
might halt its low-priced oil.sales to the Dominican
Republic.
The US also considered direct action. The administration was on the verge of recalling Ambassador
Yost and the three officers and two enlisted men who
compose the local US Office of Security Assistance, the
military aid group. There also were plans to suspend
one million dollars in foreign military sales to the
Dominicans. Lieutenant General Dennis P. McAuliffe,
head of the Southern Command in Panama, telephoned
General Beauchamp in Santo Domingo to warn him of
the consequences of a.oup. McAuliffe and Beauchamp
knew each other, and the State Department and the
Pentagon had decided this would be a highly effective
direct approach; this turned out to be a correct
judgment.
On May 18, Representative Donald Fraser, the
Minnesota Democrat, telephoned President Carter to
persuade him to issue a public statement. Carter had
been kept posted on the developments through socalled "evening reading" notes that Vance sent him
daily, bypassing the National Security Council staff,
and he agreed tospeak out on the Dominican crisis. The
text of the statement was drafted by State Department
and NSC officials on the morning of Friday, May 19.
Vance and some of his associates thought that the
language was too harsh, but Carter accepted it. The
same day he issued a declaration that he was "seriously
concerned" about the electoral events in the Dominican
Revublic and was in touch with Latin American
presidents and the Organization of Americao States.
He said the US would be watching the situation, adding
that "the degree of our country's support for the
Dominican goverr,ment will depend upon the integrity
of the election process." Carter didn't say it, but US
suoport for the Dominican Republic includes $21
million in economic aid programmed for the current
year, which might have been cut off.
But Balaguer had caved in even before Carter's
The Nen, i2ephlir
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statement. Troops were withdrawn from the polling
stations late May 18, and the vote counting resumed.
Later that night, he went on television to promise that
the results of the elections would be respected. Carter
went ahead with his tough statement anyway, to make
sure that the Dominican generals didn't develop any
ideas of their own. The administration knew that
despite Balaguer's concession, military leaders, as one
official put it, were "still conspiring" and telling
American diplomats that Guzman was a dangerous
leftist whose PRD party was infiltrated by Communists. Though the American press had been initially
describing Guzman as a "leftist," an experienced US
diplomat described him as a "Teddy Kennedy type."
Balaguer began freely giving vent to his bitterness
against the US. Pro-government newspapers spoke of

"US in:ervention," and Balaguer personally made this
point in a conversation with the mayor .of Miami,
Maurice FerrE. What Carter did in the Dominican

Republic does, of course, raise the question of a US
interference in. Dominican domestic affairs. But
American officials take the view that the US has the
sovereign right to refuse "support° to governments of

whose policies it disapproves. The Carter policy, which
isn't always consistent, is that aid should be given
principally to democratic regimes.
Commendable as the rescue of Dominican
democracy appears to be, particularly in light of the past
US record there, Carter is open to criticism for
releasing economic aid funds to Nicaragua, where the
opposition is engaged in a bloody battle with the
Somoza dictatorshio, and to Chile, where President
Augusto Pinochet runs a very repressive regime.
The issue of aid to dictatorial countries remains
higlaly controversial in the Carter administration. One
view is that so-called "basic human needs" assistance
should be maintained and that, in the long run, it
encourages democracy. The controversy is not likely to
be resolved soon, but Jimmy Carter's action in the
Dominican nisis points to the kind of policies emerging
in the administration. Antonio Guzman can thank
Carter if, as expected, he is inaugurated as president of
the Dominican Repubiicon August 16..And, ironically,
Balaguer will be the first eiected Dominicar•. president
ever to turn over the government to a freely elected
successor.

Tad Szulc

Argentina Today, I

The Legacy of Peron
=

by Peter Witonski

The chaotic political disorder of Argentina today is oart
of the Peronist legacy, as well as the even older legacy of
Argentine history. Domingo Faustino Sarmiento wrote
in 1842,
The Argent ine caudillo is a Mo{rurnrned a+he rould darge
the Aomina ut religiorr at mill a rui set up a neta one in its steed.
He is omnrpotent. His inputire isa rnisfor'rur.e(ur Fu'a rvr:inr,
btrt it to not mnsi:ierrr! an sGuse, irera!se the eaudillo is
perrniitea to Ge urcius!. l mfeerl. he must ner<esseri!y be m:iirst.
He has alu+aus been sa.
The late Juan Domingo Peron was the quintessential
1-atin American eanAitlo: ef L6}er% el Jr/e, rl Corrr}rafrnro. He

was, at various times, the champion of the taheritas negras
(the slum-dwellers of Buenos Aires) and the defender

of their landlords; a socialist, a capitalist, a Marxist, a
fascist; a devout Catholic, an ex-communicated
Catholic; a revolutionary, a counterrevolutionary; a
populist,

a

reactionary-among other things. He

borrowed his ideas freely from the other dictators and
ideologues of his generation. In retrospect, he reminds
one of an uneasy amalgam of Hitler, Stalin, Franco,
Ataturk and Beatrice Webb. He was also a.hief who

robbed his countrymen blind; a sexual adventurer
whose acts of dissipation included the seduction of 13-

year-old girls("I'm not superstttious," he ioked); and a
brutal tyrant who disposed of his enemies with ruthless

Peter Witonski is a historian and political scientist, and is
the author of The l4/isdonr of Conservnris!a (Arlington

efficiencv, "Peron is the air we breathe, Per6n is our
sun, Peron is life," his second wife, Evita, enthused in

House).

her book, La kazdn de mi b'ida.
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The eclectic ideology be dubbed ;ustirintisum was
equallv multifarious. It appealed, or seems to have
appealed, to virtually every hue of the ^:deoiogical

spectrum-from the fanatical Montonero guerrillas on
the far left to the fascist gunmen of the Argentine AntiCommunist Alliance on the far right. His followers

included an incongruous assortment of orthodox
Communists, conservative busitsessmen, trade unionists, moderate churchmen and dedicated Nazis. He

himself was never easy to pin down. "If I define, I
exclude," he once declared. The bulk of his support
came from the gunrnegos, those Argentines who were
beyond the social pale, and he dubbed them the

desrmr,isndns, or shirtless ones. His mentor was Benito
Mussolini. As a young officer he spent severaf years in
Mussolini's Italv, where he received advanced militarv
training, pondered the virtues at the corporate state

and absorbed il Durr's histrionic style. Long after
Mussolini had been defeated and disgraced, Peron
wrote, "Mussolini was thegreatest man of our century,
but he made some disastrous mistakes. I, who havehad
the advantage of witnessing what he did, shall follow in

his footsteps without `alling into his errors." He also
admired Hitler, and in 1944, when it was clear to

everyone else that Hitler was finished, Per6n advised
his countrymen to "Turn your eyes to the triumphant
Germany of Hitler."
Perdn was a kind of genius, but, as some of his
countrymen were beginning-to discover, his genius was
for public relations, ne! governing. He ruled his factious
country by playing class against class: the olignr-q!^ia
against the ¢esremisr,dos, rural Argentines against urban
Argentines, left-wing Peconists against right-wing
Peron ists. "AI pxeblo. los tnngos los rartos yo."was his way of
saying, "I represent the general will because I call the
people's tune" Ultimately this philosophy led to
Peron's downfall in 1955 and to the downfall of
Argentina. In a revealing letter to his friend Carlos
Ibd "nez, who became prestdent of Chile in 1953, he came
as close as he has ever come to explaining what
justirintisruo was all about. "Give to the people, especially
the workers, all that is possible," he wrote. "When it
seems to you that you are giving them too much, give
them more. You will see the results. Everyone will try
to scare you with the spectre of an economic collapse.
But all of this is a lie. There is nothing more elastic than
the economy which everyone fears because no one
understands it."
Such was the essence of Per6nism. It is an absurdly
frivolous and idiotic philosophy, and yet Argentina
cannot seem to get it out of its system. When the aged
Per6n was returned to power in 1973, after 18 years of
exile, even he seemed to recognize that the problems he
had created in the 1950s with his Thermidorian
nostrums could not be solved by rhetoric alone; but, at
the same time, he knew that he could not survive if he
turned too far from the path of "authentic" Per6nism.
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He found Argentina to be even more deeply divided
than it had been at the timeof his ouster. He abandoned
some of his old methods and tried to enlist old
opponents in the Armed Forces and the traditEonal
political parties to aid'nim in unify;ng the countrv and
bringing back some semblance of order to the shattered
economy.
But the dictator could not undo the damage he had
done in the 1950s, and Argentina became even more
divided after his return. Indeed, on the very day of his
triumphal return to Buenos Aires in 1973, fighting
broke out between the extreme factions of his own
movement, leaving many people dead or wounded; and
the undeclared civil war that had plagued Argentina
since his overthrow became even more intense. The
aging dictator was no longer the man he once had been.
With his yellow skin and black-stained hair, he looked
more like a badly embalmed corpse than his country's
savior. El Lider had become, simply, el Viejo; the orator
who had once mesmerized the desrnmisadas could barely
be heard by the crowds that massed around the Casa
Rosada (the Argentine White House7 for his last
speeches. When he died in bed in 1974 it was an
anticlimax. But before dying Per6n played one last joke
on the people of Argentina: he arranged for his third
wife,Is-abel Martinez de Perbn-a woman of
mysterious origins, possessing no education to speak of
and no political experience-to become the country's
vice president, and, under the constitution, his
successor as president.
Under Isabelita things went from bad to worse.
Peronism ceased to be a political movement and became
a kind of political gang, controlled by the sinister Jose
Lopez Rega, a former traffic cop and fortune teller who
flattered his way in the Peronist circle during the
dictator's exile in Madrid. During Peron's last days the
nefarious Lopez Rega followed him like a shadow and
told him what to say. According to several witnesses,
on the day of the dictator's death Lopez Rega tried to
raise him from the dead by magic. Under the reign of
Lopez Rega and Isabelita the so-called Argentine AntiCommunist Alliance, a goon squadfinanced by the
Peronist movement, murdered opponents of the
regime with brutal frequencv. One criticized Mrs.
Per6n and Lopez Rega only in polite terms; to become
too harsh meant certain physical injury. By the time
Isabelita was finally overthrown in 1976 by the
reluctant General Jorge Videla, the nation was on the
verge of collapse. Inflation had risen to close to 300
percent, and the government had been printing money
so rapidly that its presses and coin-stamping machines
had begun to break down from overwork.
Argentine historians and political scientists have
long sought to explain why their country, despite its

vast wealth, failed to develop a successful political
tradition like the United States, the country the
founders of Argentina most admired. "We Argentines

have succeeded at everything except politics," the
The,NemRrpublir
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historian Julio Irazusta once told me. "Our failure to
produce a viable political system has negated our other
achievements and reduced us to the status of an
inferior nation," Argentina is a land of plenty where
survival is often precarious. The slendid parks and
avenues of Buenos Aires abut the squalid riflns misPriasthe slums that provided Peronism with the bulk of its
supporters. It is a sophisticated country, full of great
universities and splendid cultural institutions-and yet
in recent years it has been ruled by an ex-bargirl and a
gaggle of generals whose intellectual limitations are
apparent to anyone who bothers to listen to them.
Argentina is a place where conservative Roman
Catholicism still holds sway, and yet only a few years
ago the most powerful official in thegovermtsent was a
necromancer who believed himself to be the reincarnation of Rasputin.
By the early 20th century visitors to Argentina were
appalled by its failure to become a great nation. During
the fabled ochenta-the Argentine Gilded Age that
began in the 1880s-the eyes of the world turned
toward Buenos Aires. The term "as rich as an
Argentine"-inspired by the ostentatious habits of the
cattle-breeding olignrquia-gained a wide currency in
Europe. But riches did not bring political stability to
Argentina.On the contrary, as new industries flourished and agriculture boomed, the fabric of Argentine
society began to disintegrate. The old Creole society,
dominated by the provincial raudiilo and his loyal peoues,
began to collapse as the economy exQanded. Massive
foreign investments, particularly by the British,
modernized the frontier, and waves of imggrants,
primarily from Italy and Spain, transformed the
texture of Argentme society.
Perhaps because so much of the old 19th century
Argentine culture was washed away by immigration
and modernization, 2oth century Argentines have been
rather cavalier in their treatment of existing institutions. For the Argentines, the military coup is a
predictable occurrence, like elections in this countrv.
They do not expect much from their rmudillos, and
historically they have never received much from them.
Peron was the one exception. Although he was in many
ways a typical Argentine military rau&llo, he aroused
more passion in his people than any arudiilo before him.
Those who hated him hated him to the point of never
uttering his name; those who loved him burned
religious candles beneath his effigy.
Two factors, above all, distinguish Peron from his

predecessors. The first was his championing of the
Argentine working class, which had long been ignored.

As minister of labor in the irrnFa that seized oosver in
1943, he transformed the moribund General Con-

federation of W'orkers into one of the most powerful
central labor unions in the world, making it his main
power base; and he initiated drastic reforms in working

conditions, ordered pay raises and enforced collective
Juce 17, !978
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bargaining. All of this made Peron very popular; but his
most imoortant asset was his partnership with the
woman who became his second wife-Eva Duarte.
Before meeting Peron Evita was afready an established
performer in B movies, and the star of a weekly radio
seap opera. She was attractive, determined and very
ambitious. These were all qualities Peron lacked. She
also understood the common people, and possessed
political instincts that no professional soldier could
hope to have. She combined the qualities of a beautiful
fashion model with those of a secular madonna and a
Tammany Hall ward heeler. When Per6n became
oresident she was only 25. She had risen from humble
origins and had come to hate the old oligmquia, which
she blamed for her childhood poverty. The poor were
her constituency (it is said that she knew thousands of
Buenos Aires slum-dwellers by name), and her power
lav in her ability to remain in touch with them in a way
that her husband could never hope to do. Quite often
she would wander through the villns mis¢rlrs of Buenos
Aires simply tossing small bundles of money at the poor
who flocked to her side. She gave them a sense of
dignity even as her husband's policies lowered their
already low standard of living; and the poor, for their
part, made Evita into a kind of goddess. When she died
of cancer in 1952, at the age of 33, Peroniem lost its
most powerful weaporn.
linder the influence of Evita, Per6n began an era of
reform that revolutionized Argentine society. He gave
women the vote, he gave the workers a 48-hour week
and 13 months' pay for 12 months' work. He
established a minimum wage, he set up elaborate pubfic
works projects, and he greatly expanded social services.
At the same time, however, he totally ignored the
agricultural sector of the economy (which was then as
now the backbone of Argentina) and, at great cost, he
nationalized industries simply because they belonged to
his enemies. He also began a reign of terror that has
poisoned political debate in Argentina to the present
day.
PerBn was finally ousted in 1955, but only after he
had ruined the economy, tortured and imprisoned
thousands of his fellow countrymen and been excommunicated by the Catholic Church-a development that cost him dearly, even among the desremisa^ios.
The series of military and civilian governments that
ruled Argentina in Peron's wake did little to improve
matters, and as economic conditions worsened and
political violencegrew more savage the nastier aspects,
of his rule began to fade. The old dictator's popularity
increased with each passing year, and by 1971
Argentines of all classes could look back to his regime
with almost sentimental longing. The jailings and
beatings were forgotten; only the memory of false
prosperity remained. Even the leaders of the o!igarqnia
had come to believe that Argentina could only be saved
by Peron's return to power.
At First, in an attempt to calm the fears of the military
13

and conservative elements of the oligarquia, he ruled
through Hector Campora, a left-wing dentist who ran
in Per6n's place for president. But when Campora, in a
fit of Jacobinical zeal, emptied Argentina's jails of both
political prisoners and common criminals, Peron
decided to dump him and run for the presidency
himself. With his third wife, Isabelita, as his runningmate, he was easily elected. But his rule was short and
his death was well timed. The economy was on the
verge of ruin; the Montoneros, who had suspended
their violent activities temporarily upon his return,
were killing and kidnapping once again; and a guerrilla
war was underway in Tucuman Province. His followers
could always believe that he might have saved his
countrv had he lived longer. Just as the 1955 coup
enabled him to escape the consequences of his misrule,
so his death rescued him from those same consequences in 1974. The responsibility for saving Argentina was shifted to his widow, a woman whose previous
professional experience had been working as a hostess
in clip joints like the Panama City night club where she
met her husband during the early days of his exile.
The 1976 coup that ousted Isabelita and her corrupt
government had been long awaited. For months the
press had hinted that it was imminent. But even as her
regime neared its end Isabelita did not want for
supporters. She may have lacked Evita's passion, but,
for the more ardent votaries of her husband, she
remained their movement's symbol.
The generals saw clearly that Peronism would not be
extinguished simply by overthrowing the Peronist
government, a fact that explains their unwillingness to
act sooner. The main reason for the military's caution,
however, was ideological splintering that had
developed in its own ranks duringthe short time since
Peron's return. The Argentine military included every
possible ideological faction. Some, like General Jorge
Videla, the chief of staff, were old-fashioned conservatives, whose views had been formed long ago during
their days at the military academy. Many younger
officers looked to Peru, where General Alvarado
Velasco was fashioning a populist dictatorship under
army control. There were other officers who admired
the so-called Brazilian "solution;" and even a few who
derived inspiration from General Pinochet in Chile.
General Videla is clearly popular with the bulk of the
people. Of course, his popularity has been aided by the
temporary eclipse of the Peronist party. For the time
being, Per6n's henchmen-those who are still in the
country-are keeping a low profile. The leaders of the
other political parties, most of whom encouraged the
militarv to overthrow Isabelita, are also quiet. But the
people have not been quite so quiet. At the World Cup
soccer championships in Buenos Aires last week, the
crowds called for a return to Peronism. "We want the
thieves back! We want the thieves!" they chanted.
The junta itself remains fragmented, but none of its
members is willing to return the nation to civilian rule,
16
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and hence to Peronism. General Videla, who was
reluctant to take power in the first place, has lately
given the fmpression of enjoying his presidential duties.
He has even talked about running as a "civilian," in the
Brazilian mode. General Albano Harguindeguy, the
regime's authoritarian interior minister, has said that
the politicians will have tocool their heels for at least 10
vears before being allowed to return to power. The
most honest appraisal of the future was uttered by
General Roberto Viola, the armychief of staff, when he
promised, in an aside worthy of Per6n himself, that
democracy would be restored "when the circumstances
are right."
The "right circumstances," as far as the junta is
concerned, will not emerge until both political and
economic order have returned, and that will clearly take
a long time. To sustain their position and to achieve the
pacification they promised the people, agents of the
regime continue to hunt down urban guerrillas and
those suspected of sympathizing with them. The
Montoneros-the most powerful urban terrorist organization-have been dealt a series of devastating
blows, but they continue to machine-gun businessmen
and politicians and blow up their homes and cars.
According to the Permanent Assembly on Human
Rights, at least 6000 Argentines have been illegally
seized by the authorities, while another 6000 have been
arrested under more orthodox cond;tions. Actually, it is
impossible to measure the number of people who have
disappeared without a trace. The country's most
famous political prisoner, Isabelita, is presently housed
at a resort for officers and their wives, where she
awaits her trial for misappropriating public funds. It is
said that the symbol of the Peronist movement spends
most of her time reading women's magazines and
talking with the wives of visiting officers
But the political oppression is of little concern to
average Argentines. The economy worries them the
most. Until recently, the junta was deeply divided over
the policies advanced by their own minister of
economy, the brilliant Dr. Jos@ Martinez de Hoz. As the
regime's most powerful civilian, and as an intellectual
with a formidable international reputation, Martinez
de Hoz did not always see eye-to-eye with his military
colleagues, none of whom possessed much knowledge
of economics. Because he was forced to feed some bitter
medicine to the countr,v's sagging economy the
generals tended to blame him for most of the nation's
problems. The old civilian politicians, who would have
never dreamed of criticizing the generals, attacked
Martinez de Hoz with regularity for his refusal to avail
himself of that old Peronist tool-the printing press.
After a period of painful economic transition, the
economy has begun to improve. Inflation is down
dramaticall,v-from over 400 percent in 1976 to 120
percent this year-and the economy is beginning to
show signs of momentum.
The New RepubIit
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Still, .Mtartinez de Hoz's sensible prescripfions are not
popular with the people, whocontinue to prefer
Perbn's peculiar schemes. Martinez de Hoz is dispensing real medicine to a society addicted to laetrile. This
may explain why Juan Per6n continues to be venerated
by most of his countrymen. He understood their
penchant for symbolic gestures, and For almost 30
years-as an active figure in Argentine political life and
as an exile-he pandered to their needs. _
Today his leninized mummy rests in a secret vault
outside of Buenos Aires, next to the expertly embalmed
corpse of Evita. The Argentines, wieh their almost
Slavic passion for necropolitics, speak of these two
cadavers as if they somehow possessed the power to

influence the Argentine scene today. Perhaps they do.
Before IsabeJita'< ouster, the authorities planned to
house Juan and Evita in a massive Peronist shrine, not
unlike the great tomb constructed by the Soviets to
house Lenin's corpse. The two tyrants were to be joined
by the body_of Juan Manuel Rosas, a brutal 19th
century gaucho despot whose career was, in many
ways, similar to Peron's. It was to have been one more
reminder to the ^iesrarrrismios tnat their leader was still
with them. The Argentines tolerate General Videla,
but they will never love him the way they continue to
love Per6n. They want the thieves back, and they are
prepared to bide their time until the moment is right for
Peronism to return.

Argentina Today, II: The People are Afraid
6uenos Aires
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-SanJustoiarvged, solateubr
each time, 22 in all. That went on everv
on the we<t side of Buenos Aires, a
day. They must have enjoyed coming
back and frightening us again and again.
single large ruin made up of vacant lots,
scrap metal dumps and heaps ofgarbage.
It was terrible for us. You found
Here and there lie the rornp4eios, imyourself waiting for them, like friends
you expect to visit onSunday. And every
probable structures, half housing protime, you wonder if it is over this time,
jects, half shanty towns, planted
seemingly by accident between two rock or will it happen again tomorrow. In the
rompleia we don't much like the police, but
piles.
once a woman went to them to report
For a long time now, about 500
what was going on. She never came
squatters have set themselves up there
back. Now, we simply wait. And we wait
as best they can, mostly families of poor
workers or the unemployed who subsist
for her to come back. If you keep saying
that, maybe it will help."
on $20 to $40 a month. in spite of this,
Where are these men and women
they heroically resisted the intrusions of
today, these workers, simple people,
the police for a long time. Last March,
who have become shadows since they
for the first time, things went wrong
were carried off by the private militia?
and fascism made its way into the
rmnpnmier,!c.
.
They haven't been officially arrested;
they have swelled the ranks of the
Anna M. is barely 30 years old, has a
phantom army that haunts the beautiful
host of children; her face is already
residential neighborhoods of Buenos
withered, pained, pathetic. She receives
Aires. Snatched out of their homes,
us in the tiny room intowhich theentire
from their families and tribes, already
family is squeezed since the disgrown o€d in all probability, nameles=appearance of her husband. "One day
they came ... not the police but men in
and faceless, they literally no longer
exist,-except perhaps on some secret
civilian clothes with hoods over their
register in a jail infested with disease.
faces. They smashed down the doors or
This is approximately what I was told
blew up the locks with dynamite. Each
when I went with a list of names,
time, they forced the women to strip.
accompanied by two lawyers, to the
Sometimes they raped them, not all of
them, only the young ones, always in
district police inspector. The police
officerrwho saw us put on the most
front of their husbands and children.
aggrieved air as he told me that I was
Then, they beat up everybody, brutally,
talking about a band of terrorists who
as if they wanted to kill us, even the
had gone underground. This is what I
children, when they cried, or couldn't
was also toid by the publisher of a govhold their hands up any longeq the poor
things. And then, when they were ernment-owned daily newspaper to
whom [ brought the same list. He was
through, they took away the man, one

amused, however, a knowing expression
on his face. For him there were no two
ways about it: these guys from Con.uleio
17 were skirt chasers; they had simply
taken off to take up their boyhood way
of life again someplace else,
Robert Giudice, 50 years old, a
businessman by profession. lives on
Paraguay Street. He asked to see me
and, despite my hesitations, begged me
to use his name. We talked at the
Sheraton Hotel, in a room that a
Japanese sportswriter put at my disposal
for important occasions when I
preferred to avoid being overheard by
indiscreet w^itnesses. He sat across from
me, slumped in an armchair. I had the
odd feeling that all the time he was
speaking to me he neither saw me nor
heard me. His voice was dull,
monotonous, as if he were telling an
anonymous story, separate from
himself. And yet, he came to tell me his
own experience, a horrifying story,
almost beyond belief. It is the testimony
of a dead man.
f[ all began one night last winter when
a group of men burst into his house on

Paraguay Street. Everybody was herded
into a central room: Giudice and his
wife, the three younger children, ages
eight, nine and 11, and the oldest

daugh ter, aged 22, whom they had come
to find. The next day, when Giudice

went to the police, they were barely
wiiling to register htsdemand for habeas
corpus. Your daughter, they told him,

has undoubtedly been kidnapped by an
underground group. We will find her
.
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eventually, on condition that you keep
quiet and be patient. Months passed in
an atmosphere that can well be imagined. Once in a while, a police officercame
by to collect five or ten thousand pesos
for meager and illusory "information"
Then, one day, at the end of his rope,
tired of trusting and hoping, Giudice
cracked and, without a word to anyone,
decided to make contact w:th the
Ecumenical Commission on Human
Rights. The reaction was immediate.
Giudice was kidnapped a week later,
taken blindfolded to an abandoned
house on the outskirts of the capital.
There, he saw his daughter agafn: she
was scarcely recognizable, battered, half
her teeth missing, her bodycovered
with bruises, gashed on the neck, the
loins, the breasts where the torturers
attached the electrodes. And then began
a nightmare before his very eyes, the
eyes of a father sick with pain and despair; a rat introduced through the vagina
into the girl's womb.
I have been assured that there have
been thousands of such tragedies in the
past two years. There is not a single
Argentinian, I was told byan architect in
Rosario, who has not been affected in
some way or other. And yet it is rare for
anyone to speak to you spontaneously
about it. It is difficu[t to bring the subject
up without seeing even the most open
faces close up immediately. "No. I don't
know anything. I don't want to talk
about it." A determination to forget; a
passion for ignorance. This is what
strikes me most in the men and women I
meet. And this is true of all of them,
Vide(istas as well as those in the opposltlon, the young and the old, intellectuals
and simple people.
_
I t's tough nowadays in any case to get a
"progressive" to talk; most bury themselves, brooding, ruminating-in silence
on their share of the shame and the disgust. Only a troublemaker tries to talk
politics to a taxi driver, who is well-informed but icily noncommittal, his eyes
dark and his expression tense as soon as
the matter is brought up. This is not prewar Germany where some people probably didn't know the extent of the Nazi
atrocit:es. This is something else, a more
complex sentiment, a deaf determ.ir.ation to repress the horror, to live inside
oneself without dreaming, to live as if
this were only a bad dream that didn't
concern you. The result is a climate of
somewhat forced gaiety, an impression
of an easy and artificial life which the
passing tourists find so evident. It is true
that the streets of Buenos Aires are
78
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crowded until dawn, that the cafEs and
restaurants remain open all night. But I
believe that, behind the clamor, in the
dark caves of this cellophane-wrapped
dictatorship, there resides a prodigious,
painful opposition.
In Buenos Aires, the people are afraid;
afraid of themselves, afraid of others,
afraid of today and of tomorrow. It is an
undefinable fear, without any object and
without any "reason," like a cancer that
gnaws at them, that twists their bodies
and faces. For example, they are afraid to
talk: I was having dinner one evening
with a famous physician, close to one of
the members of the governing junta,
probably untouchable, and in any case a
Vi lelisls. I told him about my visit to San
Justo, asked his advice, suggested he
might even intervene, when all of a
sudden, right in the middle of dinner, he
pretended to have an urgent call and left
me without warning, his expression
drawn and rigid. He had become pitiable, a man suddenly afraid of talking
too much, afraid of words as such, of
their strange and malevolent powers.
Thus, a professor of philosophy, an
original Permms(a, told me about the deceitfulness with which he masked his
courses; of how he surprised himself
sometimes by saying.Aristotle instead of
Marx, Shakespeare instead of Lenin.
There is a fear of thinking, yes even of
thinking, as if even then this'>ubversive spirit" that the generals of Videta
are €aboring to run into the earth might
come out.
An even more telling experience: [ met
and talked at length with a young industrialist, somewhat to the left, who
made the strangest, the most incredible
request, that I agree to record a false
interview in which he would praise the
military regime. Not for publication, of
course, but just in case, you never know,
if something unfortunately might
happen to him.
I also saw a politician, close to Admiral
Massera, expounding and discoursing
like an expert, suddenly go to pieces,
flush and look haggard because the
waiter had just told him that a plainclothes policeman was seated behind
him. When a people has reached the
point that survival of one man has to
depend on a talisman he would carry and
the pride of another is based only on
superstition, fascism has already triumphed.
In Buenos Aires, the police force is
everyone and no one. It is in the streets,
and in people's heads. It is the pretty
waitress who lowers her voice when you
approach. It is the neighbor beyond the

apartment wall, who may be listening to
you and may one day save his skin by
handing you over to the torturers. It is
that mass of men and women who have
swapped their sidearms and gold braid
for civilian clothes for 1000 or 2000
pesos ... their misery in the midst of
misery, an almsgiving for their humiliation. The police force is also this anonymous passenger, a would-be informer
probably, on the plane from Paris, who
pretends to have seen me hide some
compromising documents, and who
hastens to make this known on landing.
Are these details% Yes, details without
importance perhaps, but taken together
they form the tissue of a police state.
At the airport, to welcome me, there
were five policemen who questioned me
for five hours. They were correct, very
correct. They were search zealots,simply, in the freezing main room of the
police headquarters at Ezeiza where.
between the cold and the Iength of time,
I almost lost my assurance. They were
suspicious zealots also: ".Ah, your name
is Levy? And your nationality, French,
you say? But Levy is a Jewish name. ..'
There are signs that can't be contradicted. For example, in Buenos Aires the
Nounl Obseroatrur and the reports of
Amnesty International are'>ubversive
and compromising" documents. .A
member of the French embassy told me
that the secret police probably followed
me from Paris, watching my moves, the
places I went, my contacts with my
friend Marek Halter who tried to organize a worldwide boycott of World
Cup soccer matches in Argentina. The
details don't make any great difference;
they are routine undoubtedly, but they
establish the atmosphere.
In general, terror in Argentina is not
as massively and horrifyingly evident as
it is seen to be from afar. It is an Infinitely more diffuse system, refined and
hidden. My interviewee V. seemed to
know all about it. He even claimed to
have had a hand, at the beginning of his
career, in building the famous School of
Maritime Engineering, 300 yards from
the stadium. "Here is where the prisoners are kept in small, highly mobile
units. They are never tortured for long
in the same place. The same thing for the
torturers; they aren't allowed to torture the same prisoners for too long.
There is constant turnover. Because
some day we'll have had enough. They
don't want to allow us the possibility of
knowing each other too well, of getting
together, of talking about it."
This is what could be called the ArThr Neu+ Rrtm6lic
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the prison by a new team that takes
gentine model. No concentration camps
them to a new center. The penal adminlike Pinochet's in Chile; no crowded,
istration can then prove, on theba=is of
barbed-wired stadium. But small instalthe records, that the missing persons
lations, caves or apartments, 60 in all for
Buenos Aires, scattered in the out- left their cells safe and sound. Even
though at that very moment they are
skirts. And floating torture chambers,
rotting in some cave under constant
like the ship Bnl:in Aguir,a in the harbor.
torture.
In short, a kind of archipelago whose
This is what probably happened to
geography grows more and more
^ two French nuns. Sister L€onie and
sophisticated.
Not infrequently, in order to confuse
Sister Alice, when first arrested, were
taken to a detention center under the
the trail, prisoners are transferred, in
small groups, without any apparent jurisdiction of General Suarez Massone's first army corps. A week later,
reason, from one center to another.
they were transferred to the School of
Sometimes they are even"freed" in twos
or threes, only to be met at the gate of _ Maritime Engineering. From there, they

were very quickly moved to an unknown
destination. According to V., this traffic
in prisoners is based on the rivalry that
presently affects the governing groups
The various groups trade
in the
prisoners like ?ledges, signs ..

of ,at

or friendship, depending on your point
of view.

Bernard-Henri Ldvy
Beruard-Henri CPvg is the author of L.
harbarie a uisage humain (Grasset) and
leader of the "nem• philosophers ° This
article was translated from the French
by irum+rd Maghew.

It's time for America to re-invent Europe.

The Old World in Washington
by Henry Fairlie

r

It was curious to snoop around the recent NATO
meetings in Washington: like taking a journey back, not
3000 miles across the Atlantic, but over almost three
decades to the 1950s. The more I looked from afar at the
ministers and officials and from closer up at some of the
journalists who were accompanyin^them, the more
they all seemed to be men of pale blue eyes_and steel
gray hair, with the wintry gaze of those who have seen
too much of fear and failure at the heart of the Old
World, all of them carrying briefcasesso thin that they
must have contained only one very iwpwtnntdocument. I
had especially forgotten how much the European
journalist is like the European official. They seem to be
interchangeable; and given the press in Europe, as likely
as not they are.
Why do the German journalists always go about in
pairs, like the German officers in old war movies,
talking intently to each other but looking straight
ahead, as if they are always ready to come to attention?
Why do the French journalists look as if they all went to
the b`role Nationale SupPrrzure, and now belong to the Qani
d'Orsay rather than report on it, speaking excitably to
each other as if reading communiques that announce
yet another drrnarrAe? Why do the Italian journalists all
appear to be so impeccably dressed, with the odor of
Roman after-shave clinging to them, but also with an
air of moral disreputableness, as if they had taken just
June 17, 7978
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one more bribe than was really necessary? As for the
Canadian press room at the Capital Hilton, no one in it
ever seemed to talk to anyone else, which I put down to
the failure of Mr. Trudeau's policy of bilingualism. But
the main impression throughout was of deja vri.
This is not surprising. Not much in Europe haschanged in the 20 years since the Common Market was
founded or even the 30 years since NATO was created.
(This is a considerable tribute to Europe's success in
foiling the Russians.) Europe has recoverer, from the
devastation of war; its various countries have worked
in different degrees their economic miracles; it
generally shares the affluence of the developed world.
But that is really all. It is odd today to think that Britain
once pleaded and wheedled to gain entry to the
Common Market, and that Charles de Gaulle used all
his Gallic effrontery to keep Britain out. What did it all
matter? Today there is no European Community in the
sense that was envisaged, in spite of the proliferation of
the organizations: the European Coal and Steel
Cenmumitp, the European Defense Camnuni'ry, the
European Economic Connninity, the European Community
for Atomic Energy. The one organization that has
unquestionably been a success is NATO, and that is
because the United States is a member of it and its
leader.
Yet we cannot conceive of the world without this

little peninsula that juts out from the great land mass of
Eurasia. "Europe neither includes a superpower," Ralf
Dahrendorf has said, "nor is it a superpower itself";,ve:
it is still big and wealthy and energetic enough tobe the
real cockpit of the world, the continent over which the
two superpowers are in the last resort contending.
Europe is still immensely productive and a ravenous
consumer of the world's products. The commerce of
the world would shrivel without it. In 400 years it
roamed and subdued the rest of the world, and even
now when it is weakened it still darts across the globe.
Not only the French like to get into planes and drop
their paratroopers. Dying Europe! Deathless Europe!
Barbarians have invaded it; armies have crossed and
recrossed it, but it never seems to Pxhaust its energy.
An American official said the other day that Europe
had again become a subject os` primary concernEuropean communism, European elections, European
defense, European terrorism-because the United
States has returned from almost two decades of
preoccupation with Asia: returned to find that the
continent that is the very foundation of its policies is
leader[ess. America must now provide that leadership,
after leaving Europe for so long to itself. If that
renewed interest is sustaTned as it was 30 years ago
when, in Dean Acheson's words,.America was "present
at the creation," it could be the occasion for this country
to rethink its own purpose and destiny. America needs
to be more often among its friends. For we must not
forget what NATO was intended to be,and what it still
clearly is 30 years later. It is the democracies of the
world in alliance-the so few democracies the world has
known-and this must always be the keystone of
American policy.
One of the great Europeans of thiscentury, Ortegay
Gasset, said that the European peoples are like a swarm,
"innumerable bees but a single flight."It is their vitality
that has been their mark, and Europe is not so much
sick as slack just now, slack from the long disuse of its
energies. Everyone is agreed that its individual nations
are suffering from their own crises of identity, but the
crisis of identity of Europe as a whole is perhaps the real
source of the trouble. Dean Acheson made the British
wince when he said that "Britain has [ost an empire, and
not yet found a role." In the 22 years that have elaosed
since Suez it has become clear that his words apply just
as forcefully to Europe as a whole.
There is no political community of Europe. Europeanism has proved to be litt[e more than a way toget
rich. The European system of course began to collapse
when "the guns of August" began to fire in 2914, and
Edward Grey said in theHouse of Commons, "The
lamps are going out all over Eurooe; we shall not see
them lit again in our lifetime." But what is disheartening is that after 60 years not one of the lamps has been
relit. None of the initiatives that has been taken since
1945, either by Europeans themselves or with
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American leadership, has brough: into being a political
community to replace the old European system, or
shown any likelihood of doing so.
But let us turn for a moment from the swarm to the
bees. There are really two Western Europes, the
"Latin" and the "Nordic," which have fertilized and
resisted each other for centuries. Beyond them lie yet
other Europes: the "Slav" and the "Magyar" and the
"Baltic." Outside them also lies Britain, which LeMoride
once called the aireraft carrier of Europe, imploring it to
stay outside the continent so that it could again come to
Europe's rescue in the future. These differences are
crucial. One would not know from most American
comments-and even from some European ones-that
the phenomenon known as"Eurocommunism,"insofar
as it exists, is to be found only in the Latin countriesFrance and Italy and Spain-and that the most
significant fact about these countries, which bears
importantly on the question of Eurocommunism, is
that they are fundamentally anarchic. "There can be no
an Italian politician is quoted as saying
roup
recently, "because the state does not exist." That
remark is very Latin.
Luigi Barzini is a pessimist about his country. "The
Italian nation is immortal, it will live forever," he said
rece:ttly, "but not the Italian state." One has to ask
when the Italian state has ever had much of a life: even
the dictatorship of Mussolini was rather rough and
ready and desultory. When an American liberal like
Mary McGrory accuses the Italians of "chronic
passivity and a lack of political activism"-when she
evetrgoes so far as to say that Italy has "no Common
Cause and no Ralph Nader;'two lacks which make Italy
seem to some of us the most blessed of nations-she is
simply describing and misunderstanding a political
tradition which is the opposite of that in the United
States. Political authority in Italy is highly decentralized, and in some prosperous districts the Communists have won office. But if they were ever in the
position to take over the central government, they
would only find like others that there is not much to
take over.
Even when the state apparatus is as strong and
entrenched as in France-Paris stretching out its
tentacles to the most remote hotel de oi]le, and even to
what is still very much French Equatorial Africa-the
central authority is still regarded as something to be
pertinaciously evaded, with as scant respect as Parisian
taxi drivers show for the traffic regulations. "How can
you _ govern a country," de Gaulle once asked in
exasperation, "which makes 210 varieties of cheese?"
The French always save themselves from carrying :heir
logical systems to their logical conclusions by their
irrepressible exercise of their illogical tempers. French
Communists are still first French.
Italy and France, then, and ofcourse Spain. Everyone
is suddenly excited about Spain. But this third of the
Latin countries shorw every sign of reverting to its
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traditionally ungovernable frame of mind. Franco's
dictatorship lasted so long in part because the Spaniards
have been dodging their central government since the
death of Philip II. So where else in Europe is
Euroeommunism? Commen!ary not IQng ago saw fit to
publish an article by an excitable English joarnalist on
the danger of ",anglocommunism;" but this must
qualify for the most improbable example of political
imagination run riot since the war. One wonders what
it is that the "Anglocommunists" are meant to take
over, how an,vone can believe that they could capture
the civil service, or the BBC, or the London police force,
or Buckingham Palace, or Princess Margaret, or for
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largest country of Western Europe-West Germany-the Communist Party is tiny. And where is the
Eurocommunism in the rest of "Nordic" Europe: in
Sweden and Norwa,v, Denmark and Holland and
Belgium, in Ireland and Luxembourg? Perhaps there is
a threat of Communism in Monaco, which has not been
reported, but surely we can rely on Princess Grace to
meet it.
The individual nations are able to govern themselves
with the resourcefulness needed to sustain their
economic and social life. (The present trouble for their
economies is partof a world-wide problem.`, But what is
lacking in all this activity is any feel of the place that
each nation should hold in the world. This is the cause
of the crisis of identity from which theyare suffering: a
crisis that afflicts the parties of each country as well as
the nations themselves. Writing after the last outbreak
of terrorism in West Germany, Ralf Dahrendorf said
that no German has any idea of what_Germany is, what
it is meant to be and do in the worEd The same can be
said of Germany's neighbors. That such vigorous and
restless peoples with such long histories of
achievement-used to leaving their shores and carrying their ideas round the world with their commerceshordd now be in such a plight must inevitably result in
a general lethargy of spirit and the specific mischievousness of the extremist. Europe at first was
Christendom and then it was Empire, and as such was
the guardian and missionary of its civilization. But now
there is no Christendom and no Empire. Those among
its young who want to know what they are in the
world, as Germans or Italians, and how they can act
upon it with meaning toit and them, take up their guns.
It has been the curse of the movement for European
unification that from the beginning the emphasis has
been on economic unity, so that a great part of the
political genius of Eurone has been exhausted in
haggling about the price of tomatoes. The great fear of
both the left-wing and the right-wing opponents of
Britain's entry into the Common Market was that it
would drain the life from the native political institutions of each country. This is what Hugh Gaitskell
meant when he said that, if Britain joitted the Common
Market, it would bring to an end a thou=-and_years of
June 17, 1978
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history. in fact this has happened. The political life of

each country has been stultified, white no political life
has been breathed into the European Community.
Political debate in Europe has never been so shallow
and dispirited. The very fact that the "new
philosophers" of France are considered to be either
"philosophers" or "new" is a sign of how low the flame
of political debate now burns in a country where it was
once incandescent. What innovative idea or insight or
even ancient wisdom has been heard in recent years
from Britain or West Germany? One only has to read
the European press to see that its political vocabulary is
now almost all imported from America, where the
political debate has raged furiously and fruitfully for
the past two decades with an €mmediate impact on what
the politiciansdo and the people think. One reason for
this is that the United States is large enough to sustain a
strong polit:cal life in the face of its rivals in the
economic sphere; and it is hard to see how the political
life of Europe can be revitalized until it is willing to
create a federal authority of equal scope and the
capacity to resist its rivals.

T he renewed activity of Russia and the evidence of
her mi:itary preparations make this a time for basic
propositions. America must make it clearer than for
many years that the security of Europe and the
reinforcement of NATO are at the forefront of its

concerns. This proclamation of intention and willwhich should come not only from the president but
from the leaders of Congress-would challenge Europe
to do more for':tself. In face of the renewed threat from
Russia, the unpreparedness of the NATO forces is

shocking. At least that was acknowledged in
Washington, where there were the first signs that
America was assuming again the active leadership of

the alliance, and that Europe's slack spirit could be
rallied. But thekind of rmderstanding and cooperation
that must be envisaged, if the moment is not to be

wasted, cannot rely merely on the conventional
consultztions of NATO, or on those between America

and individual countries. It is time for an imaginative
re-invention of the institutions of the Atlantic Alliance,

and that means also an imaginative re-invention of the
institutions of the European Community. America
must incite Europe into forming strong political
institutions of its own, by making it clear that it wishes
to use those institutions for greater consultation and
cooperation. If it is to revitalize Europe as it must, it

needs to call Europe to act with it.
It will be said that there are hints in this of a revival of
the Cold War, but this is to attach labels from the past
to circumstances and needs that are now changed. If
anything, it would be a return to the character of the
alliance before it was shattered at Suez by the collusion
of Russia and America. The plain truth is that the West
and not just America is facing a period when it will have
to be more interventionist again. We should not be

afraid to speak of intervention. As Talleyrand put it,
non-intervention is the same thing as intervention, and
it can be just as dangerous. We have been reminded of
not only the interests of Europe in Africa but also its
presence and its experence. This isexactly the kind of
situation in which the institutions both of Europe and
of the Atlantic ailiance should viekd more than a series
of disjointed responses - by the= West. As James
Callaghan said in Washington, there seem to be a lot of
Christopher Columbuses in America setting ocrt to
discover Africa. America should remember that,
insofar as Africa is more_ than aconglomeration of
tribes, it is the invention of Europe and still essentially
an extension of it. There are regions in the world where
America needs the regular counseling and cooperation
of a Europe whose will has again been galvanized.
The importance of this_ to America itself lies in the
resumption not only of cooperation but of its discourse

with Europe. it cannot go on talking primarily to
countries that do not understand freedom, as it and
Europe do, and that do not have the cunning and the
will to preserve it against all the odds. It is not good for
the United States to be constantly adjusting its
vocabulary, and so its ideas, to the languages of
countries that have known only various forms and
degrees of arbitrary rule. Something grows slack in the
perceptions of presidents and presidential advisers if
they address themselves too anxiously to nations that
are not democracies. The countries of Europe are the
friends of America because they are democracies, and
because they are democracies they will remain
America's only reliable friendsThat is why the
dialogue with Europe needs to be resumed on a grand
scale, why Europe needs to be re-invented. If this
moment is not seized it may not come again in a
lifetime. Perhaps never.

The Shah's biggest worry is a right-wing Moslem backlash.

Iran's Queasy Modernization
by Morton Kondracke
Tehrari
The chador is a long heavy garment, usually funeralblack, that women traditionally are expected to wear in
Shi'ite Moslem Iran. It covers the hair, envelops the
body and, when clasped in a woman's teeth, conceals
most of her face. Its shaoe is different from the veils
that Sunni Moslem women wear over their heads and
faces in some Arab countries, but its social functions
are the same. It shields a woman's modesty in
accordance with the commands of the Koran and it
serves to symbolize her historic subordination and
subjugation by men- In Iran in the 1920s, Reza Shah
Pahlavi, father of the present Shah, decreed that
women were to be emanc'.pated. In 1934 he tried to
make it illegal for women to ,vear the chndc,. He made
education available for girls as well as boys and opened
up medical and law schools to women. The present
Shah, Mohammad Reza, has extended the emancipation process, giving women the ri^ht to vote and hold
office.
--And vet, if you walk down even the swankest and

most up-to-date shopping streets in Tehran, close to a
quarter of the women you see will have chrrlmr: clutched
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around them. In south Tehran, where traditional
culture is stronger, probably three-fourths of the
women are in rNnaor, and in some rural areas it is a rare
and courageous woman who does not wear it.
According to Iranians and American observers, wearing of the crndoris on the increase and is occurring even
on the university campuses, where women's attendance is one of the key accomplishments of the
emancipation process.
The comeback of thecrsAoris one sign of a resurgence
of Moslem fundamentalism that poses a challenge-if
not a threat-to the Shah. Right-wing Moslems have
been demonstrating against the Shah all year and the
demonstrations led to riots in Qom and Tabriz during
January and February in which more than 100 people
werekilled, mostly by panicked or trigger-happy police.
Some women are thought to be wearing the riirdor to
demonstrate sympathy with the rioters. Others
apparently are coerced into wearing it, while still others
are caught up in an Islamic revival that seems to be
sweeping Iran and other Moslem countries. In
Pakistan, the super-purist military government has
The New Rrtvu!:kr
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banned Hollywood movies and is reinstituting hand
amputation as a punishment for theft. In Egypt, the farright Moslem Brotherhood has reappeared, ostensibly
foreswearing politics, but still organizing at mosques
and on university campuses, There are signs of the
revival in Turkey, too.
In some cases Islamic fundamentalism is being
encouraged and financed from abroad-from Saudi
Arabia, Libya or Iraq. It is hard to tell whether the
revival will have any significance in international
politics. Some fundamentalist literature in Iran contains anti-Jewish slogans; one of the Shah's responses
to Islamic pressure has been to threaten to cut off oil to
Israel if the United Nations calls on him to do so, But
Western diplomats think the threat is empty, since the
United States certainly would veto any proposed oil
embargo in the UN Security Council. More important
than its international causes and effects, according to
Western experts, the fundamentalist trend reflects
disappointment and disillusionment with Westernstyle modernization and an attempt by culture-shocked
societies to return to familiar values. Tutkey feels
rejected by the West because ofits conflict with Greece,
and is turning inward. Egypt has failed to build a
modern economy. Pakistan is in political chaos.
In Iran, the magnet of money has drawn waves of
unskilled rural men into the cities, where they find jobs
that give them far higherwages than they could earn in
their villages but still too little to pay inflated big city
rents and to afford other urban luxuries that they see
the middle class enjoying. At the same time, these
internal immigrants are culturally disoriented, boggled
at seeing women wearing what they consider indecently revealing VJestern clothing and encounteringother
evidence of "looseness": freely available liquor, gambling casinos and billboards featuring women in bras
and panties to advertise Italian sex movies.
These young men attach themselves to the mosque,
according to Western experts, in order to maintain
some stability in their lives. They become fooT soldiers
of the conservative Islamic clergy, the ?vlun_ahs, who
historically have been both political allies of t^he Shah
and bitter foes of his policies. They (and the American
CIA) helped save the Shah's throne in 1953, after he
was forced into exile by the left-wing National Front
headed by Mohammed Mossadegh and strongly
influenced by the Communist Tudeh party. Yet in the
1960s the M:ellahs and their allies, the rich land-owning
families, were the principal opponents of the Shah's
decree to redistribute agricultural land among the
peasantry. In 1963, rioting over land reform and
women's rights led to the exile to Iraq of the religious
leader, Ayatollah Khomayni, whose followers are said
to be fomenting some of the current unrest in Iran.
Another leader is Ayatollah Kazen Shariatmadry, a
resident of Qom, who is urging restoration of religious
control over education (which the Shah did away with)
and strict observance of Iran's constitution, which
June 77, 19 78
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technically gives the Nlalfahs a vetooverlaws they deem
contrary to Islamic teaching.
The conservative Moslems are only one of several
sources of distress for the Shah. Government officials
claim that Moslem groups have been secretly infiltrated
by Communist agents and that a curious coalition has
formed: "Islamic Marxists," government officials call
them, or "an unholy alliance of red and black reaction."
Western diplomats claim they can find little evidence of
cooperation between Marxists and Moslems, but they
do not deny that left-wingers, including remnants of
the National Front and the outlawed Tudek, may have
taken advantage of conservative unrest to magnify the
Shah's woes.
Meanwhile the Shah also is worried about real and
potential Soviet advances in Afghanistan, Pakistan, the
Horn of Africa and the Arabian peninsula. The Shah
believes that the oil fields of the Persian Gulf are the
target of a Soviet "pincer" movement and that the
Soviets are still pursuing the historic Russian imperial
aim of establishing warm-water naval bases on or near
the Persian Gulf, the Arabian Sea and the Indian
Ocean. Some government officials go so far as to claim
that Soviet agents are stirring up trouble inside Iran to
prevent the Shah from taking action to thwart the
Soviets abroad. Western diplomats write this off to
traditional Iranian paranoia about Russia, but they
acknowledge that Iran has reasons for being paranoid.
Russian armies have invaded Iran no fewer than six
times since 1909, A Hitler-Stalin agreement in 1940
specified that "the area south of Batum and Baku in the
general direction of the Persian Gulf is recognized as
the center of the aspirations of the Soviet Union,"After
World War II Soviet troops occupied two Iranian
provinces until forced to retreat under US and UN
pressure.
Now however the Shah is worried that the US is too
rattled by its Vietnam and Watergate traumas to stand
up to Soviet expansion. He reportedly wanted to give
arms he had received from the United States to Somalia
for use against pro-Soviet Ethiopia, but our government refused permission to make the transfer. It is
nearly impossible for American reporters to interview
the Shah or any of his foreign policy advisers without
receiving bitter commentary on Soviet ambitions and
US failure to support friends in resisting.
Many Iranian officials also are disturbed at what they
and US diplomats consider the "bum rap" that Iran is
receiving in the American press, largely as a result of
uncritical acceptance of accusations leveled by Iranian
students that the Shah is a reactionary, a militarist, an
employer of torturers and a toolof imperialism. Iranian
and US officials claim that the demonstrators who wear
cardboard masks and run around chanting"death to the
Shah" in the US represent a tiny-but professionally
orchestrated-fraction of the 30,000 Iranians studying
now in US institutions. Yet this group has convinced
23 .
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the press and a segment of the liberal public that the
Shah and his security service, the Sarak, are ruthless
and systematic oppressors of the Iranian people. Even
though Jimmy Carter and all his recent predecessors
have maintained warm relations with the Shah and
have considered him as the United States peacekeeping
proxy in the Persian Gulf, many Americans apparently
wonder whether a man with the Shah's reputation is
anybody the US ought to be allied with. In addition, the
best-selling novel, The Crash c('i 9, has fostered an image
of the Shah as a power-mad crackpot bent on
controlling all the oil in the Middle East.
A ll things considered, the Shah does not deserve the
evil image he has acquired in the United States. But still,
his human rights record is far from pristine. There are
at least 2000 political prisoners in Iran, including
bonafide urban terrorists and others whose only
offense, according to US officials, is having had the
wrong books in their libraries. (Th= Crash of '79 is not
banned, incidentally, but no one has dared invest
money to have it translated into Farsi and put on sale
here.) Even some government officials admit that the
Savak has engaged in physical torture. They defend the
practice as having been necessary to combat terrorism,
and claim that since last year torture has been replaced
by "more sophisticated psychological methods" of
interrogation. Despite its brutal reputation in the US
the Saoak is viewed as a necessary institution in Iran.
"Considering our open borders with the Soviet Union
and the possibilities for subversion, and considering the
threats we have faced from terrorism in the past," an
Iranian said, "I think we wouldn't have a country if we
didn't have Savak."
Ever since his battles with Parliament over land
reform in the early 1960s, the Shah has had little use for
democracy or for Iran's constitutional niceties. As a
result the Shah has been able to accomplish an
impressive modernization program, known as the
"Shah to people revolution" without having to contend
with organized opposition. But the absence of
democracy now is causingconsiderablechafing in Iran's
middle class. About 100,000 Iranians go abroad to study
each year, most of them in democraticcountries. When
they return home, they find a one-party political,
system whose legislature is little more than a rubber
stamp for the government and where, until recently, it
has been all but impossible for serious issues In society
to be discussed in public. Supporters of the Shah claim
that Iran, with an illiteracy rate still above 50 percent, is
still too backward for democracy and also that it is too
beset with enemies to permit wide-open debate.
Some improvements are taking place under a
liberalization policy that has been in effect for more
than a year. Government officials say it will not be
abandoned as a result of this year's riots. The press,
formerly totally cowed, now is being encouraged to
criticize government ministers and their policies,
24
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though it is still out of bounds to challenge the Shah and
his works..As a result, slashing editorials are prtnted in
the newspapers against nepotism, inefficiency and even
outright corruption among high-level bureaucrats, but
they still gush about the Shah, as an all-wise and
benevolent master. Much of Iran's educated middle
class really believes that corruption extends to some of
the Shah's closest cronies and that the Shah, having
involved himself deeply in practically every phase of
government, is to blame for its shortcomings. The
inability of anybody to say freely what everybody
believes privately only makes people more cynical and
restive. The middle class has much to thank the Shah
for, perhaps including its very existence, but many of
its members seem secretly pleased at the trouble the
conservative Moslems have been causing him.
Supposedly the Shah intends to retire partially from
his role as chief executive of the government, and to
allow his ministers more responsibility for running the
country as well as more of the blame for what goes
wrong. But the Shah is not a retiring person. He is in
fact almost a comic opera character whose tendencies
toward self-aggrandizement are a main cause of the
middle class malaise. It is hard to turn anvwhere in
Tehran without seeing a picture of the Shah in one of
his various costumes. Sometimes he is shown wearing a
ceremonial robe and crown. Other times he is an
admiral or general festooned in sashes, medals and
epaulets. In yet other poses he is on maneuvers with his
troops; or in mufti, pondering diplomatic cables or
playing the loving husband and father.
He has had himself designated "king of kings"
(ShaAanskah) and "light of the Aryans." One cannot
travel a mile, it seems, without encountering a street,
college, memorial or expressway that is named after
him or a member of his family. In a modernization
move, the Shah recently has cut back on the number of
days when his people are to show him homage. Instead
of six days of public obsequies per year, henceforth
there will be only two. In his presence, his subjects are
required to bow deeply and back away, it being
improper to turn one's back on his imperial majesty
("H-I-M" for short). All this is said to be necessary to
keep the Iranian masses impressed, but much of the
middle class finds it corny.
In some ways the Shah is the victim of his own
accomplishments. At the age of22 in 1941, he inherited
from his father a poor, largely illiterate and powerless
country. In 37 years, in spite of plots against him and
threats to the country's security, he has turned Iran
into a formidable regional military power on which the
West depends for first line defense of some of its
principal sources of oilHe also has modernized his
country economically and socially, if not politically,
distributing and, giving workers a share in industrial
profits, raising the status of women and elevating the
standard of living. Literacy has doubled in the past 15
years, and average life expectancy has increased from
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35 years to about 52 now. Iranians now own so manv

cars (and drive them so badly) that traffic c_an barely
move even on five-lane streets in Tehran =
And yet all this has created heigttened expectations
and social tensions. Reforms congenial to the educated
classes are offensive to traditionalists. The middle class
itself gets irritated at inflation, food shortages, taxes
inefficiency and authoritarianism. But in spite of riots,
demonstrations, student strikes and whispered complaints, the Shah seems to be in control of the country.

t

And the country seems reasonably stable as long as he
is around. But he has been such an exclusive center of
power for soIong that he has yet to develop a se!fsustaining stability for the countrv. This is said to be his
last major task before passing the throne on to his son.
Until it is accomplished, Iran remains-as one Arab
official put it-"a one-shot kingdom." If anything
happened to the Shah before this task was completed,
the consequences could be very great indeed for both
his country and its friends.

A symbol for the State Department's OBE (Overtaken By Events) generation.

King of the Bureaucrats
by Suetonius

't

i

After the usual perfunctory unctt
ion by the Foreign
Relations Committee, and there beinga quorum handy,
the Senate confirmed him in mid-April by a voice vote.
At 60 he is a lean California Presbyterian with an open
grin; a professional paunch discreetly below the
beltline; a seasoned and attractive wife and five
children; and a succession of awards over a 30-year
career from USIA, the Department, the National Civil
Service League and the Rockefellers. Any senior
foreign service officer (FSO) is likely to tell you that
David Dunlop Newsom was a natural, even inevitable
choice to become undersecretary of state for political
affairs, the third-ranking position in the State Department, whose occupant wears the crown of diplomatic
bureaucracy.
That office supposedly is awarded to the service ideal,
the man of polished worth and wisdom who has passed
most ably the long apprenticeships at embassies and
country desks in Foggy Bottom. The diplomatic
bureaucracy's power in the making of foreign policy
radiates from this office: the ability to hold secretaries
of state to departmental orthodoxyt to-wage the
decisive institutional wars with the Pentagon and
Treasury; to sway and sustain and if need be to subvert
presidents and their diplomacy. David Newsom will
now•possessthatconsiderablepower.Theappointment
may be one of the more obscure but costly disgraces of
the Carter administration.
The undersecretaryship of state forpolitical affairs is
a common sort of bureaucratic sinecuce. Similar to the
position of permanent secretary irt Britain's Foreign
june 17, 7978
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Office or of comparable deputies in Washington's
domestic departments, it evolved naturally in the
organizational bloat and bickering of postwar
American foreign affairs. Once it was enough that the
career service had its genteel assistant secretaries who
spoke directly to Cordell Hull or FDR and only
inadvertently to other agencies. But all that changed
abruptly after 1945 when the CIA, Defense, Commerce
and a half dozen other baronies acquired their own
foreign policies. Then it became necessary to give the
Foreign Service its own paneled office on the seventh
floor, another echelon to cope with rank-conscious
departmental rivals, and not least as a sop to a
demoralized officer corps which had been cowed by Joe McCarthy and robbed of authority at home and abroad.
The job became the special, exclusive preserve of the
diplomatic professionals, and in a sense their instrument to recapture lost prerogatives. The records of
Newsom's recent predecessors-men like U. Alexis
Johnson, Joseph Sisco, William Porter, and Philip
Habib-demonstrate how• it all works.
Johnson held the ranking career position under both
John Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson, having been
handpicked by similar incumbents before him. As a
young FSO he had served courageously in Japaneseoccupied China until internment and eventual repatriation. But over the next 20 years, as one of the State
Department's few Asian specialists to survive McCarthyism, he was a dutiful, unquestioning, sometimes
enthusiastic onlooker while two presidents sank into
Indochina. Dour, cautious, only executing the cable
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instructions, acceptable above and below for his
unthreatening mediocrity, Johnson was a model of
bureaucratic eminence by sheer longevity. Johnson
remained chief frog in the stagnant pool of senior
diplomats for more than a decade, Henry Kissinger
once acidly characterized him as "each administration's
gift to the succeeding administration."
Johnson's most prominent successor, Joe Sisco, was a
little different in that his orevious 20 years had been
spent entirely in Washington, dealing with the early
unwanted effluence of UN affairs and waiting with
pugnacious style through three administrations for his
office and power to puff by natural bureaucratic
osmosis into a full-fledged Bureau; then climbing in
1969 to another level as assistant secretary for the
Middle East and South Asia because William Rogers
happened to know him from earlier work on a US
delegation to the UN. Then in a shrewd (necessarily
discreet) bureaucratic alliance with the far more
powerful Kissinger, Sisco kept the White House
abreast of seventh-floor maneuvers aga.inst it, and
stoutly upheld the studied Kissinger-Nixon neglect of
the savage repression inEast Pakistan. He was later
elevated to the number three job in what was by then
Kissinger's State Department, there to continue
unflinchingly the prevailing policies on Cyprus, Chile
arms sales and similar issues, before retiring to become
president of American University
Porter and Habib, who held the job later in the
Nixon-Ford years, both were veterans of the diplomatic
wars in Southeast Asia, After an untroubled career
ascent through postings in the Arab world, Porter was
named a deputy ambassador in Saigon in 1965. He
served the LBJ policy ardently for the next two years,
and was then promoted to the ambassadorship in Seoul.
Once in Korea he promptly became a staunch advocate
of the inherited dogma of, the mission: less talk about
human rights and more military and economic aid for
the Park regime. After a similarly conventional record
in the Kissinger era, Porter was named to a brief,
uneventful tenure as undersecretary. Meanwhile,
Habib also had gone to Saigon in 1965 following
another safe and steady career climb. In Saigon he was
the official embassy spokesman on the war, and to a
generation of journalists the most zealous, least
sensitive practitioner of the chronic official lying. After
1968 and for most of the remainder of the war, Habib
moved through a succession of Vietnam-related jobs in
Washington and Paris. Eventually promoted, like
Porter, to an ambassadorial assignment in Asia, he then
became undersecretary for the close of Kissinger's
reign, and oversaw various policy adventures from the
Mayaguez to Angola. Habib remained in the pos:tion
through the first months of the Carter administration,
and might have stayed longer with the patronage of
Vance and others if a recent heart attack had not forced
his retirement.
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All these careers displayed the marks that made the
final promotion possible. These were cool and deferential men who avoided controversy, awkward convictions, or a foreign policy of their own except for the
bureaucratic writ of the moment. They were born
before 1920, got their diplomatic training in World War
II and rose through the ranks without any meaningful
academic or intellectual pause outside the
organizational routine. Like company survivors
everywhere, they succeeded because of the various
default of their peers; with the help of powerful
bureaucratic patrons who recommended them to the
political leadership; aided by those politicians in turn
who found their records either reassuring or somehow
irrelevant; and perhaps helped most of all just by their
very presence at the right age and rank at the right
moment. These appointments represented a kind of
professional nepotism-the career service offering for
its traditional sinecure a candidate of certified conformity, while each administration was confident of
political dependability or at least inertia in the highest
foreign service post. It is by nowa practiced process of
government, requiring not only a demonstrated
mentality in the appointee, but also a certain abdication
of responsibility by the president and secretary of state
who appoint him.
The first two decades of Newsom's career were
characteristic of the successful foreign service officerof
his generation. To the rhythm of regular promotions
and the prescribed postings at home or abroad, he
touched history here and there, but always in the
sheltering obscurity of the bureaucracy, and never in a
way that might block his rise. After a BA at the
University of California in 1938 and a Master's degree
at Columbia two years later, he spent the war as a Navy
lieutenant overseas. There followed a brief unsuccessful venture on a small California newspaper
before he joined the State Department in 1947.
Through routine assignments to Karachi, Oslo and
Baghdad he was steadily promoted to class four, and in
1953 was detailed to the US Information Agency,
where he won a Commendable Service award for his
propaganda efforts in the Middle East.
In 1955 Newsom became desk officer for Arab
peninsula and Iraqi affairs. For the next three years he
administered the standard diet of US weapons and
money to the corrupt Iraqi regime of King Faisal II and
Premier Nuri-Es-Sahd, and watched quietly as his
clients tottered and fell in a military coup, setting off 20
years of increasingly radical instability in Iraq and the
region. When he left the desk in 1959, Newsom had
been promoted across the crucial career threshhold to
FSO-2, assigned to a prestigious tour at the National
War College and given a State Department Meritorious
Service award-all ostensibly for his administrative
and public relations handling of the Iraqi and general
Middle East crisis in 1958, whatever the folly of the
policy he carried out or its grim consequences.
Tlir Neu> R,p:<hlir
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After the War College came two years as a political
officer in London, a return to the North African desk in
Washington and then, in 1965, appointment as
ambassador to Libya. In Tripoli, as on the Iraqi desk,
Newsom clung to the policy and clients of the moment.
In order to keep an increasingly obsolete Wheelus Air
Force Base in Libya, the US had long supplied aid to
support the diplomatically docile but internally reactionary regime of King Idris. Despite the undiminished
American patronage, the squalor and unpopularity of
the monarchy deepened during Newsom's tour until
(again much as in Iraq) moderate elements had been
pushed aside and the inevitable roup was dominated by
radicals. When Newsom left the country in 1969, it was
under the rule of Colonel Muammar el-Qaddafi, a
megalomaniacal officer whose anti-American hysteria
and general international irresponsibility would eclipse
even that of the wild-eyed Iraqis.
After more than 20 years, then, the two principal
policies with which Newsom was involved-in Iraq and
Libya-had both ended in disaster for American
interests. But in the protective obliviousness of the
career service he nevertheless had acquired the
reputation as a bright, effective officer. Since the early
1960s he had been in the State Department's African
bureau, of all the regional domains the most impoverished in talent and higher-level attention. When
the Nixon regime cast about in the spring of 1969 to
replace a venerable Democratic appointee^ as assistant
secretary for Africa, Newsom was a ready nominee
among the careerists, an impressive enough choice for
an already floundering Secretary Rogers and a matter
of relative indifference to the Nixon White House.
As assistant secretary, Newsom seems to have
encountered the first real friction of his career. The
effect of this incident on a prospering bureaucrat so
long insulated from his acts was, by several accounts,
puzzlement, then disgust, and eventually a still-deeper
retreat behind official secrecy and self-justification
Seeing only the oil, the British patronage and the longstanding US sponsorship of Nigeria, Newsom presided
over the State Department's callous indifference
during the final months of Biafra's starvation in 19691970. Two years later he stood by again as another
client regime in Burundi murdered a quarter-million in
tribal genocide. When the African bureau's own legal
advisor raised the human rights issue in the killings,
when other aides suggested an embargo on the $60
million annual Folger's coffee purchases that sustained
the Burundian government, Newsom reportedly
dismissed both out of hand. During the period, there
was no sanction against the already murderous regime
of Idi Amin in Uganda, or against the governments in
the drought-stricken Sahel that deliberately withheld
emergency US food aid to starve out politically
recalcitrant minorities.
Newsom was replaced as assistant secretary late in
1973, soon after Kissinger became Secretary of State.
Junr ]7. 79 7,4
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But the bureaucratic base remained solid. During the
debacles in African policy since 1969, he had been
promoted to "career minister," and received two civil
service awards. No doubt because of his senior status in
the inner guild politics of the Foreign Service, perhaps
to appease the new secretary's departmental charges,
perhaps also (typical of Kissinger) bernu;e Newsom was
so conventional, he was appointed in 1974 as ambassador to Indonesia. In Jakarta for the remainder of the
Republican regime, he predictably championed the
cause of increased military aid for the Indonesian jemta.
Largely as a result of Newsom's recommendations and
lobbying, the Indonesians gained in one year $125
million in military modernization aid and later a threefold increase in US arms sales, despite continued
documented evidence by Amnesty International and
other organizations that the regime practices
"systematic and widespread violations of human
rights," often used torture and had imprisoned 100,000
people without trial. Only months before Newsom's
appointment as undersecretary, Carter named him as
envoy to the Philippines. There, according to official
sources, he was already on record with several cables
recommending more vocal and material American
backing of the Marcos regime.
Newsom's has been a career in the service of three
major tenets of fbreign relations: the permanent,
universal expedience of weapons sales and arms aid; a
matching disregard of human rights; and, to the extent
it does not violate the first two axioms, an adherence to
the policy of the moment. The quintessential diplomat
"too iong in the East," Newsom is an official for whom
the clients are always right. Those clients are neither
the presideni nor the secretary of state nor especially
the American people. Rather, they are the foreign
governments he has spent his professional life
cultivating and encouraging. Now he will bring that
ethos, that repeatedly demonstrated devotion, to the
most powerful office of his vocation, and to complex
issues such as the Middle East, Southern AErica, SALT,
China, arms sales, human rights.
Newsom isno demon. He is a decent, earnest, likable
man who sees his country and the world not much
more clearly than when he deserted his California
newspaper job for Karachi in 1947. Through all the
years of cables, memos, family moves, anxious waiting
for promotion lists, he has developed the imperviousness, and the piety, of a bureaucratic survivor.
And in that he is like a majority of his colleagues. Like
most of his predecessors, Newsom will be the corps's
revenge against the rest of Washington, and an
antidote to the weak, often blundering clerks scho come
and go in appointive office above. But most of all he
represents the survival of an official mentality and a
generation that has been, as they say in the State
Department, OBE-"overtaken by events" both in this
country and abroad.
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Arts and Lives

done much research in France, including
Interviews with Bazids widowand some
of his friends. These last are especially
imoortant.

Stanley Kauffmann on films
Deepening the Focus
Andre Bazin
by Dudley Andrew
(Ox,'ord; $1195)

a singalar dediration to the ert forrn most
ictimate!y and ineztrica6(p Gcund to dmt
= serulerimliun proresa
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I've read a good deal of comment on
Bazin since then but nothing more
AndrF Bazin has a uniquedouble place in
perceptive.
the film firmament: he is one of the
Bazin was born in 1918 in Angers, had
preeminent critics, and he is the closest
a Catholic schooling, was educated to be
that the film world has (so far) come toa
secular saint. Dudley Andrew's biogra- - a teacher, belonged to progressive
Catholic groups, became associated with
phy does something more for the latter
truth than for Bazin's intellectual posl-- Esprit, was called for militarv service in
and was demobilized in mida940,
tion, but,
ut, flawed book though it is, no .
- ^,.. .,.I 4 ,.:4h,..,1 ,.,, r,,..,... - eventuall 1' found some teachin g workin
Paris, and began writing and editing,
definition of Bazin's double place and
much under the influence of such
some increase of respect.
figures as Bergson, Maritain, and TeilBazin's first book in English was W)%
hard
de Chardin. He was no less
Is Cinennj (U. of California Press, 1967),
influenced by Malraux and Sartre.
10 essays from the four posthumous
Bazin had long been fascinated by,
volumes of his writings, selected and
immersed in, film. In 1942 he and a
translated by Hugh Gray. (The English
f r i en df orme d ac i n E -c l u bi n P ar i s,zn db y
ispoor.Comparethetranslatiomof"The_
1943 he knew that he "wanted to
Evolution of Film Language" in Peter
combine the two great interests of his
Graham's anthology Tne.New Wr,m with
Day and night.) ,a life, teaching and the cinema: ..." This
Gray's version,
he did, by writing, lecturing, and prosecond selection, by Cray, appeared in
moting the formation of cin€-dubs. The
1971 and at last included essays on
intensity of his work grew after the
realism and neorealism, which is rather
Liberation, as his health begzntofail.ln
likewaitingforasecondvolumeofMarx
1951 he was one of the founders of
translations to introduce the sublect OF
Cahtrr,- du Cinerna, a monthly OF wide
dialectical materialism.
effect. In 1954 it was discovered that he
The only adequate review of the first
had leukemia. He kept writing, travelvolume that I saw, and still an essay well
worth reading, was written by Annette ing, exhorting, arguing, helping. Hedied
in 1958, truly mourned by many,among
Michelson (Arlforum, June 1968). Michelson's close experience of contemporary -them Jean Renoir and the young FranFrench culture helped to place Bazin for -' GolsTruffaut whom Bazin had treated as
a son. Though he died just as the soAmericans-as Cray's first volume did
called New lNave was being born, his
not-in religious-esthetic context:
mind and spirit informed that group;
The syr:oetic ss,ert of iris thinking reand he has been intellectually present
/IrrN . . . he irttellertun! eouneni-rri; alterthroughout the international film world
rrately refresfiing and ezasrerating:-of N!r
since hs death.
Frnvh Cettm(ir Left, as one rnrnnder, it in

Dudiey Andrew, head of the Film

Esprit, the reriru in mhic5 nmr,y of To

Division at the University of lowa,

critical pieres mrre ortiqinnllu pnhlished. If

wrote his doctoral disertation-there on

su(frrrd-inet*imhly, in rny oiew- rom the
strcins innolved in the arn,nnnminfion of a

Bazin in 1972. In 197d he oublished The
Mnier Fi,rnr Thrm',z (Oxford), a useful

religians sensi6iliht to a sendnr nerhire, and

conspectus in which, naturally. Bazin

its pendiar intutdertunl ptNrns-Bresouree of
its appeal and weakness. alikr^nrigina7n in
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For I can think or`few leading critics, in
film or elsewhere, to whom (as Michelson indicates) biogra_ohy is as pertinent
as it is with Bazin. He irimsr!,r had an
effect, and to know more about him is,
though obviously not essential, unusually helpErl. The quotations from these
interviews help to make vivid his
unstifling spirituality, his stubborn
enthusiasms, his utterlvunembarrassed
seriousness about film-. His critic'.sm is
not remotely doctrinzl in Catholicism,
but it is fundamer.tally holistic: its
source is elsewhere than in esthetic
dissection. "Bazin's true filmmaker,"
wriies Andrew, "attains his power
through'style,' which ... is not a thing
to be expre=-sed but an inner orientation
enabling an outward search."
This spiritual sensitivity and its
enablemect through film are central to
Bazin's view of film as (this is not too
strong) obligated to God, to honor God's
universe by using film to render the
reality of the universe and, through its
real, ty, its mystery. This led Bazir to
certain soecifEc espousals-neorealism,
the technique Of deep focus, and morebut these were all secondary, in a sense,
consequents for him of the way that film
couid best bear witness to the miracle of
the creation. Eric Rohmer, who became
a filmmaker in the Bazin tradition but

Films Worth Seeing
The Gecdi>ve Giri. Fizz fizz but no plop
plop. Neil Simon's best script-for
stage or screen-bubbled along nicely
by cast and director.
F.T.S.T. A long melodrama!chronicle,
like the '30s, made today. Labor
unions
instead
bootleggers.
of
Sylvester Stallone pounds it all (more
or lessl together.
Snianlau Night Ferer. About Saturday
night fever, in a parochial part of
New York. Phony script, authentic
milieu. John Travolta rrnlly stars.
A INarnnn of Pars. Charles Chaplin's
1923 attempt at sexual candor. The
script is out of the theatrical past, but
the direction hints at the film form's
With
Adolphe Menjou,
future.
without Chaplin.
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has great place-almost one-fifth of ihe
-text.

For this biography Andrew has

Thr Nnn Rrpuhlic
2Gr?n9bJ9u3

who was in the'50s a critical-editorial
colleague of Bazin's, has said: "W'ith.out
any doubt, the whole body of Bazin's
work is based on one central idea, an
affirmatlori of the objectivity of the
cinema.
Nov, this comment and Bazin's basic
position cannot be understood except as
a strong reaction against principles of
filmmaking that had prevailed before
then: of subjectivity, of arrangement
and interpretation of the world-what
might be called Eisenstein-Pudovkin
principles (different though those two
men were) in editing. Bazin was opposed
to such an approach as "self-willed" and
"manipulative," as the imposition-of
opinion where the filmmakershould try,
in effect,to stand aside and reveaf
realiry, On the other hand, the first line
of Pudovkin's FiLn TrrBniqur is: "The
foundation of film art is editing,"
The Russians had derived their methods from American films, especially
those of Griffith, and Amer.can films
had continued in the "editing" vein In
Hollywood pictures and, through their
example, in most pictures everywhere,
the guiding rule was to edit the filntio
conform to the flow of the viewer's
attention, to anticipate and control that
attention. The director and editor chose
the fraction of space that they thought
the viewer would be most concerned
with every fraction of a second: the
hero's Face when he declares his love,
then the heroine's reaction, then the
door when someone else enters, and so
on, bit by bit. The Russians' use of
montage had much more complex aims,
esthetic and ideological, than presumed
audience gratification, but technically it
too was a mosaic approach.
Bazin disagreed strongly and, one can

say, religiously. Possibly the best example of his disagreement is in his little
book on Orson Welles-his analysis of
Susan's attempted suicide in Citizrn Knnr.
The srroeri Opeus on 1v6en's brflrU(Im iefP_

fran Gehind the niglr! table In rlo<e-xp is an
eno rmaa giass. trtkng np rzbnnst a qurtrr of
thr imagr, nlong mitli n liklt spoon ana an
oyen me,{icirv hott(e. Yheglass nhnnsf vuti rel.7
ranrenls Susnn's bed ... frorn wBir)r oiilv a
jnint

samii of Inborcd brra'rhing rstn-

ceals an essential bit of deceit because
reality exists in continuous space and
the screen presents us in fact a succession of fragments called 'shots'..."
Instead, says Bazin, Welles presents the
experience whole, in order to give us :he

opposed on evidence from this very film
he adored, Citieen Kmie..As he certainly
knew. He wrote elsewhere: "The expres>ion of concrete duration conflicts
with the abstract time of montage as
Gfieen Kane and '_The Magnifirentl Amber-

Andof Butln by AnduSs GaSdinger

same privileges and responsibilities of
choice that life itself affnrds.
Citizen Kane is un!hrnkrz6lr sfiat in nmi
afltrr u.nu Ind in dePth. The untrrtnintti in

mAirt, ¢.r (icJ airsrlrrsrrs ta the spirineal>rn
or the intrrprztatiau mr 5l:n:Ji! p:d an LSrfilm

is bui(t into die arru drsigm in fFr inmge.

The best director then-Welles, Rossellini,Renoir, Murnau rank high for

sais so well illustrate." The examples of
rapid cutting in Knnr, of lighting and
camera angle that smack of Expressionism (a style he disliked), are too numerous to specify. There is a dialectic of
method in this film. For his own good
reasons Bazin emphasized the antithesis, but without a statement of the
thesis, the reader cannot reach a synthesis,

Bazin-is the one who mediates least.

The unfortunate result is that An-

the one who exercises selectivity just

drew presents Bazin's views as virtually
the whole of Important film theory. The
first Andrew book is a necessary supplement to this biography, which, in my

sufficiently to put us in much the same
relation of regard and choice toward the
narrative as w-e are toward reality in 1ife:
a dirPctor who thus imitates, within his
scale, the divinedisoosition toward man.

(It always puzzles me, however, that
Bazin adds "With this technique, the
cinettra strays a little further from the
theater... "Tome,theveryoppositeis
true.-Allowing for all the arguments

about camera angle and the screenframe vs. the proscenium, it still seems
to me that the theater operates in the

view, argues a weakness in the second
book. Certainly he would not have

wanted to repeat the entire survey of
film theory that he published earlier, but
within the perimeter of this biography
he magnifies his subject by slighting
oppositional context. And, apparently,

he has also changed his mind. In The
Maier Fi!m Theories he said: "The writings

longest "shots" and that Bazin's ideal is
to marry this power to the particulari-

of Andr€ Bazin are unquestionably the
most important of realist film theory,
just as those of Ei<enstein are the most

At last Kane bursts into the room. All in

ties of film,)

important of formative theories." In the

one shot.

The chief intellectual gap in Andrew's
biography is that he badly skimps the
background against which Bazin was
reacting. This hurts appreciation of
Bazin's radical daring, and it also maims
argument with him. Bazin's viewscan be

biography the distinciion is dlsmissed.
Bazin is absolutely "the most important

pes ... Tbe bedromu is nrtpty ... IFran^T
behind the Joor a knorkLg.

-

Traditional editing, the five or sYX
shots into which all the above could be
divided, would give us "the illusion of
being at real events unraveling before us
in everyday reality. But this illusion conJimr 77, 147?
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thinker the field of film has ever had."
This needs some counterbalance. I
return to Michelson's Artforuni review.
She is keenly appreciative of Bazin but
29
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she is careful to point out:
Hisrejecfionofrnontnge.hi.eppositiontoHre
€isenstein stvle and tradi!imi, ronlests the
notion of the esthetc reality or or,ier. rrented,

course, not decisively settled in film
practice. Other than such an anomalous

Westerns, thrillers, musicals, etc. But
genre criticism sooner or later is quasianthropological, not qualitative. The

director as Mikl6s Jancsd, to whom one

best Westerns and thrillers do and do

The Eisenstein-Baztn "debate" is, of

reel equals one s h ot, most goo d into d ern
assernbled. or synihesized. to which Etsendirectors use the reality of the held,
stei n, as a radically modernist sensitiility, was
"plumbed" shot as well as the metamnmiftrd. We know tSat, for Eisens'rei n, the
reality of montage. One need look no
ZOth century was not, nsfor Bazin, The Age
further than the workof Bazin's veneraof the Amerirnc Novel but that of Joyce.
tor, Truffaut, for an example of this.
Brian Henderson's essay "Two Types of And this balance doesn'tsmugly patronFilm Theory" (in the anthology Movies ize Bazin: no one before him had spoken
and MeNiods, edited by Bill Nichols, _ up so fully and influentially'ror his side
California, 1977) says:
of the question.
The prin;ipn( film Iheories that have been
deoeloped are p:crt-whole theories and theories
of relation to the real. ... The real is fhe
star'ring-paint for bath Eisenstein and Buzin.
One of the principal differenres belween them
is that Eisenstein goes beyond the real, and
cinerna's relation to ii, and that Bazin does
not.

(I must note that this essay was written
in 1971, before semiology hitthe fans.
This third major theory disregards the
fact that film is the onl,v art that directly
uses reality as a material. Semiotogy, as
Andrew writes, "maintains that cinema
has no special tie to reality, that it is as
conventional as any other art.")

- I'm scanting much of Bazin's thought
other than the above, notably his ideas
on genre. He was not the first to deal
. extensively in genre-the Hungarian
B€la Bal3zs was only one forerunnerbut Bazin's early interest in science
perhaps compelled him toward a taxonomy of film as an aid to understanding.
Perhaps too there was some feeling of
order as heaven's first law. My own
view, however, is that the genre approach is a temptation that needs to be
resisted. Film, largely because of its
inheritances from the popular theater
and popular fiction, has operated extensively through "kinds" of pictures:

Gerliuses, fools
rebels,and
"lea&ed imps:':
The dons and undergraduates,
wits and eccentrics who built a
great university dominate this
anecdotal tour of Oxford's history from the Middle Ages to
1945. Jan Morris weaves to.
gether contemporary accounts
by noted observers from
-Anthony a Wood to Evelyn
Waugh in a delightful tribute

VE OXFORD
BOOK OF

to the venerable town and its
ever-youthfud tenant.

Illustrated, $1395
OXFORD UNIV ERSlTV PRESS
W LG d[xLS.tadsonAV>nue
1ec York_ \ Y IlXnfi
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not belong to their genres, just as
Shakespeare's plays are also examples of

Elizabethan drama. The cultural positioning of a work of art is often helpful,
but it is quite distinct from esthetic
judgment.
I m us t also note that the m uch-a rgued
aute:<r theory was developed out of
Bazin's ideas by younger Cahter, critics.
Andrew (like myself) is not enthusiastic
about the theory: "Its major tenets
reduce toa simple belief that thecreative
consciousness of the director will exhibit
itself in the most mundane of studio
films and that this consciousness is whai
we must seize in watching the fiims." A
version-I would say a perversion-of
Bazin's views on style is discernible here.
Doubtless the purely cinematic elements of cinema had often been uncerprized in the past, but it was baby-outwith-the-bath time in film criticismThe
auteur theory established a hierarchy in
film values that accepted nonsense in
every other aspect of a film-theme,
story, acting, dialogue, etc.-so long as
the director's style was good.
This theory clearly made its "father"
uneasy. The year before he died, Bazin
published a long corrective essay on the
theory in Cahiers-ending "Auteur, yes,
but what o(Y'-but it had little effect ... Well, Freud is not to blame for
Freudians.
Andrew's writing sometimes gets
sophomoric or strained. "He read whole
libraries of philosophy and literature."
"But sitting on Doniol-Val¢oze's desk
all along was a bomb, not an implication,
written by Truffaut" Apropos of Bazin's love for animals: "For a man
prepared to invade the consciousness of
an iguana, the consciousnessof a Bunuel
is not an impossible problem." And
when Robert Bresson appeared on stage
at a cin€-club but refused to talk about
his work or to answer questions from
the audience: "Perhaps even this seemingly fruitless encounter provided Bazin
with the spiritual key with which to
reconsider Bresson's diffiadt films."
Also I can't see what was gained by
omitting captions from all the photographs.
Still, though this is not the best
imaginable biography of its subiect, it's
recommendable on better ground than
that it's the only one we have. A good
deal of Bazin's spirit touches the book,
and that in itself, though there is more,
would give it value.

The New Republlc
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This is our twelfth in a series oFpresentations of poets and essays on their work. The first slx poems
in this selection are taken from Louise GIBck's second book, The House on Marsldmu! (Fcco Press, 19°5),
the next five from The GGnien (Antaeus Editions, 1976). "Nocturne.""The Covenanp"'Tortland,
1968" and "Thanksgiving" appear here for the first time. "The Drowned Children" appeared in TI•r
New Yorker, "The Logos" and "The Clearing" in Ar.!nzu<, -g.^..

Even now this landscape is assembling. '
The hills darken. The oxen
sleep in their blue yoke,
the fields having been
picked clean, the sheaves
bound evenly and piled at the roadside
among cinquefoil, as the toothed moon rises:

The children go forward with their little satchels.
And all morning the mothers have labored
to gather the late apples, red and gold,
-like words of another language.
And on the other shore
are those who wait behind great desks
to ieceive these ofEerings.

This is the barrenness

How orderly they are-the nails
on which the children hang
their overcoats of blue or yellow iaool.

of harvest or pestilence.

And the wife leaning out the window
with her hand extended, as in oayment,
and the seeds
distinct, gold, calling
Caine here

And the teachers shall Instruct them in silence
and the mothers shall scour the orchards for a way out,
drawing to themselves the gray limbs of the fruit trees
bearing so little ammunition.

Come here, lilfle one

Flowering Plum
In spring from the black branches of the flowering plum tree
the woodthrush issues its routine
message of surviela . Where does such happines<come from
as the neighbors' daeghter reads into that singing, -and matches? All afternoon she sits
in the partial shade of the plum tree, as the mild wind
floods her immaculate jap with blossoms, greenish white
and white, leaving no tnark, unlike
the fruit that will inscribe
unraveling dark stains in heavier winds, in summer.

Father has his arm around Tereze.
She squints. My thumb
is in my mouth: new fifth autumn.
Near the copper beech

the spaniel dozes in shadows.
Not one of us does not avert his eyes.
Across the lawn, in full sun, my mother
stands behind her camera.

The Undertaking
In the early evening, as now, a man is bending

over his writing table.
--_
-=-- _Slowlyhe lifts his head; a woman
appears, carrying roses.
^.
Her face floats to the surface of the mirror,
marked with the green spokes of rose stems.
It is a form
of suffering: then always the transparent page
raised to the window until its vePns emerge
aswords finally filled with ink.
_ And I am meant to understand
what binds them together
or to the gray house held firmly in place by dusk
because I must enter their lives: -_
it is spring, the pear tree
filming with weak, white blossoms.
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The darkness lifts, imagine, in your lifetime.
Thereyou are-cased in clean bark you drift
through weaving rushes,fields flooded with cotton.
You are free. The rivet films with lilies,
shrubs appear, shoots thicken into palm. And now
all fear gives way: the light
looks after you, you feel the waves' goodwill
as arms widen over the water; Love,
the key is turned. Extend vourselfit is the Ntle, thesun is shining,
everywhere you turn is lurk.

One sound, Then the hiss and whir
of houses gliding into their places..a._
And the wind
leafs through the bodies of animals-

As though a voice were saying
You should be asleep by nowBut there was no one. Nor
had the air darkened,
though the moon was there,
already filled in with marble.

But my body that could not content itself
with health-why should it be sprung back
into the chord of sunlight?

As though, in a garden crowded with flowers,
a voice had said
How dull tkey are, Ib:ese golds.
so sonorous, so repefBious
until you closed your eyes,
lying among them, all
stammering flame:

It will be the same again. -'- . This fear, this inwardness,
until I am forced into a field
without immunity
even to the least shrub that walks
stiffly out of the dirt, trailing
_
the twisted signature of itsroot,
even to a tulip, a red claw.
And then the losses,
one after another,
all supportable.

And yet you could not sleep,
poor body, the earth
still clinging to you-

5. The Fear of Burial

' .. . :
The garden admires you. For your sake it smears itself with green pigment,
the ecstatic reds of the roses,
-"-so that you will come to it with your lovers.
And the willowssee how it has shaped these green
tents of silence. Yet
there is still something you=need,
your body, so soft, so alive,among the stone animals.
Admit that it is terrible to be like them,
beyond harm.
-

3. The Fear of Loce

At that time it was winter zlready.
By day the sun rose in its helmet of fire
and at night also, mirrored in the moon.
-- Its light passed over us freely,
as though we had lain down
.
.
- in order to leave no shadows,
only these two shallow dents in the snow.
And the past, as always, stretched before us,
still, complex, fmpenetrable.
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Think of the body's loneliness.
At night pacing the sheared field,
its shadow buckled tightly around.
Such a long journey.
And already the remote, trembling lights of the village
not pausing for it as they scan the rows. -How far away they seem,
the wooden doors, the bread and milk
..
laid like weights on the table.

Lamentations

That body lying beside me like obedient stoneonce its eyes seemed to be opening, --'
we could have spoken.

How longdid we lie there =
-as, arm in arm in their cloaks of feathers,
the gods walked down
_from the movntain we built for them.

In the empty field, in the morning,
the body waits to be claimed.
The spirit sits beside it, on a small rocknothing-comes to give it form again.

-7. The Logos
They were both still,
-= the woman mournful, the man
branching into her body.
-

- But god was watching.
They felt his gold eye

_ projecting flowers on the landscape.

--'

Who knew what he wanted?
He was god, and a monster.
So they waited. And the world
filled with his radiance,
as though he wanted to be understood.
Far away, in the void that he had shaped,
he turned to his angels.

2. Norturne
A forest rose From the earth.
O pitiful, so needing
God's furious love-

.
-

You stand as rocks stand
to which the sea reaches

-.-_-

in transparent waves of longing;
they are marred, Einally;

Together they were beasts.
They lay in the fixed
dusk of his negligence;
: -.
from the hills, wolves came, mechanically
drawn to their human warmth,
their pania

everything fixed is marred.

And the sea triumphs,
like all that is false,
all that is fluent and womanly.
From behind, the lens
-opens for your body. Why

Then the angels saw_
- how He divided them:
the man, the woman„and the woman's body.
Above the churned reeds, the leaves let go
a slow moan of silver.
------

3. The Cavenant

-Thanksgiving

Out of fear, they built a dwelling place.
But a child grew between them
as they slept, as they tried
to feed themselves.
They set it on a pile of leaves,
the small discarded body

They have come again to graze the orchard,
knowing they will be denied.
The leaves have fallen; on the dry ground
the wind makes piles of them,. sorting
all it destroys.

^.

What doesn't move, the snow will cover.
It will give them away; their hooves
make patterns which the snow remembers.
In the cleared field, they linger

wrapped in the clean skin

of an animal. Against the black sky
they saw the massive argument of light.
Sometimes if woke. As it reached its hands
'
they understood they were the mother and father,
there was no authority above them.
^

.

should you turn% It doesn't matter
who the witness is,
for whom you are suffering,
for whom you are standing still.

^

.

_.

. ^-.

4. The Clearing

The Drowned Children

Gradually, over many years,
_
the fur disappeared From their bodies _
until they stood in the br_ight light
sfrange to one another.
Nothing was as before.
Their hands trembled, seeking
the familiar.
"_
-._.__.__. .. _... _f.
Nor could they keep their eyes
from the white flesh
on which wounds would show clearly,
likewordsonapage
- -^-___

-

_

And from the meaningless browns and greens
at last God arose, His great shadow
darkening the sleeping bodies of his children,
and leapt into heaven.
How beautiful it must have been,
the earth, that first time
seen from the air.

as the summoned prey whose part

is not to forgive. They can afford to die.
They have their place in the dying order.

-

Butdeath mustcome to them differently,
so close to the beginning.
As though they had always been
blind and weightless. Therefore
.
the rest is dreamed, the lamp,
the good white cloth that covered the table,
their bodies.

And yet they hear the names they used
like lures slipping over the pond;

-

You see, they have no judgment.
So it is natural that they should drown,
first the ice taking them in
and then, all winter, their wool scarves
floating behind them as they sink
until at last they are quiet.
And the pond lifts them in its manifold dark arms.

WJmt are you maiting for
rorne hmne, co., 'nome, !ae
in iLe mrtters. b(ue and permanm6

T^__'^4•^"y^a!r+^--^!s^npl•q^.._
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The Poetry
of Louise Gi,ick
".AII Hallows"appeared on the first page

And the deer-

of Louise Gluek's iLe House on Mnn_Idand

how 6enutlf'id'rhev are,

(1975). If there were echoes of Stevens

as iFougl: tLeir bod:zs itid not impnle therr;.

and perhaps of Sexton, they were

Slewlg Oiiy dri{i inla tAe open

assimilated into a new voice. "Alf
Hallows" is about bearing a child-or£q

Fhrmrgh bronze pmre7s oj'surdighl.
("Messengers")

it seems to me-but it is satu?-aTed by the
poet's sense of her own birth..A mother

Gluck's rhythm yearns toward the deer

has paid some unspeakable prlce into an
we think of the isolate Mariner pained
invisible hand, has enabled the gold
by "the many men, so beautiful," as we
seeds, and the child victim is said into
see that this speaker, "impeded" by her
bondage, enticed into the world. When a_ body, envies the natural oaradise of the
human couple takes on the unknown in
deer, drifting through sun as through
theformofababy,itfsatimeoP'harvest
some etherealized version of the Ghior pestilence"; their spring flowering is
berti doors. And yet, at the end, these
over, and, after the fashion of an natural messengers, if I read the poem
archetypal Nativity, the baby is born in
aright, are superseded by the wounded,
the cold. The "toothed moon," a savage disembodied consciousness_:Jack O'Lantern, rises in asin:steT
tle `a,, be1
ascendancy, a parody of the Christmas

'

,ore gou

likr dend tLings, >ndd!e:i wth 4esh,
Star. The deceptive title and peaceful
and Vol, ahooeUuvn, s+eumie:i and Aarnbemd.
beginning lead to the Frightened childsoul leaving its tree nest, beckoned by
The perverse dramatist of the poem has
theevilfairy-talevoice -"ComehrreiCon(e
perhaps learned something from Sylvia
here. litrle m:e." The helplessness of the
Plath. But Gliick's toneowes nothing to
child, the complicity of its mother, the
Plath; it is not Lawrentian or clinical
cannibaljawsofthemoon,makethetitle (Plath's two extremes), but rather, as
in one sense a blasphemyr but the pity
one auditor said after G',rtck's Harvard
for the child, the uncertainty whether
reading last year, "unearthly."
this is harvest or pestilence, the sense of
In fact there is somthing 'disemboda waiting landscape, all make the title, in
ied, triumphant,
dead"-Whitman's
another sense, the most reserved of
words-about Glilck's usual voice (barbenedictions. The whole poem trembles
ring some uncollected songs, in a more
on a verge; "And the soul creep out of demotic manner, which are I think not
the tree." Nativity, said Shakespeare,
successfttli. She sees experience from
crawls to maturity: where Shakespeare _ very far off, almost through the wrong
sawthecrookedecliuses.Gluckseesthe
end of a telescope, transparently retoothed moon,
-- moved in space or time.It is this removal
A powerful re-seeing of family life
which gives such mythological power, in
animates many of the poems {n i heHouse
The House on MarsfiL^n:i, to the account of
on:'vfnrshlrtnd.downtoitstastpoem,"The
her parents' lives and of her own
Apple Trees," spoken by a woman to a childhood, and makes their family
man who is leaving her; he is the father
constellation into a universal one. In the
of her child. In a dream, she holds up the _ brilliant "Still Life"she reconstitutes the
child to him, saying "See what you have
overexposed Kodak shot in every readmade"er's photograph album, revealing the
impossibility of family relations, the
_
and rmn:7ed out the whitNni riiu,
aversion and separation in the poses
the heart on its b!ue stalk.
_ family life makes us strike when, if we
As a mother's view of her child, this is
were animals, we would curl up out of
unnerving: she sees him as artifact and
the sun, out of postures, and be spared
X-ray plate, with the dispassionate eye --these stiff and unnatural mnfiguraof a woodcarver or a radiologist. In that -tions.
dispassionate eye so stiffened a,gainst
Gltick's poems of family Eife tend to
the distortions of love, Gluck exerts a
avoid the biographical, as a way of
clear sovereignty that attracts our
avoiding the inevitably helpless "I."
assent rather than inquiry.Onesctrcely
Lyric has, historically, voiced ayrayer or
wants to ask the secret of certain
a complaint, both presupposing a listenimpeccable lines:
er, the "thou" of remedy. But if there is

no "thou,"the voice can make no ieap to
another ear, can scarcely conceive of
itself as subject..An inflexible statement
of what is must replace protest, plea,
confiding, Intercession,_ and defense.
Gluck resolutely gives the blank title
"Poem" to her vr-poem of family life,
with its inescapable images of man, wife,
spring, a house, and an unborn child.
The only unexpected component in the
complex is the man's writing. He is a
poet, and doubles for Girick herself in
this archetypal tale. The woman's face in
the mirror takes on the contours of an
icon or a mandala, as she becomes a
Muse and hermirrored reflectioncauses
that writing which takes on the function
of life, as ink replaces blood. The
conundrum of marriage is set for the
unborn child, a conundrum she can
neversolve; the house is immobile in the
constricting universe; and once again,
nature, unbidden, sends forth those
weak blooms vulnerable to the first
frost, the flrst too-rough airs of heaven.
Such a poem appears to exhaust one
form of life, and thereby earns its title:
there is a house, a couple, suffering,
"what binds them together," reproduction, a child, an utterance in'mk: what
else could there be? And the tale of life
unrolls unstoppably on: the child who
enters the parents' lives must go to
school and propitiate the mvsterious
teachers, intent on silen.cing the children
into the classroom order.
The first day of school is not an
unattempted topic (though school itself
appears less in poetry than one might
expect): but Gluck's "The School Children" takes it more seriously than any
previous description I can recall, Gluck's
is post-Freudian poetry; its wide-eyed
and appalled gaze takes seriously the
gulfs and abysses of the child's experience, an experience shared by the
mother frightened for her departing
child. Gl'uck's mothers find themselves
in the last phase of fertility; the
orchards-which
are the mothers
themselves-are yielding only a fewlate
apples of maternity and love, "so little
ammunition" to fortify the children
with, before the mothers themselves
turn into barren gray limbs. The children make the First great crossingfrom the shore of the mothers to the
shore of the teachers-and it is a
sacrificial rite, the yearly tribute to the
Minotaur. The nails are waiting for the
children, the mothers are trapped in the
orchards. There is no prayer, no protest,
no octcry, even: only the primal simplicity of the narrator.
This narrator, who holds us with her
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tale of deadly ill so quletly told, is Gl uck's
great resource. The telling is oblique but
not self-mocking; divinatory, like that of
a Fate, who can see the apples "like
words from another language," mute
signs to the teacher tha t the child is u3ed
to an Eden of nourishment, not a world
of desks and nails and silence. The Fate
impersonally pities both mothers and
children, seeing the uneven battle, the
pathetic armor of the children's "little
satchels;'thetimid insufflciencyoftheir
ammunition.
Here and there, Glttck's tone of doom
modulates into something less deathly,
as in "Flowering Plum" and "Brennende
Liebe"; itlifts for a moment in the
discovery of love, punning, in her
Moses-fa ble, "The UndertakEng;"on her
own name-"Everywhere you turn is
luck." A benevolent euphony, in such
happy moments, tunes her tines: ;hrubs
and snootsappear, the will of waves
widens, the river films with lilies, the
Nile is shining. But this flooding light
supervenes on some unimaginable i¢-_
carcerationin the dark: "The darkness
lifts, imagine, in your lifetime." It is like
the opening of the camps after the war:
captives resigned to a lifetime of imprisonment hear the unhoped-for creak of
widening gates. It is not surprising that

even this expansive freedom, of spring
and love, is soon incorporated into
Gliick's fateful sense of meaningless

life-rhythms. Clock has some of Stevens's bitterness about the childish
onslaughts of the spring, and some of

Williams's naive powerin encompassing
birth and death in one breath. This, from
the poem "For Jane Myers," is one quick

sequence of love, reproduction,and
execution:
Look how !he bluet jails aparL rnued
parZ.-eB !he seed.
Months, uears, then the duR nlade of the
wind.
It is spring,' We are going to Aiz.r
Insight is of no use in spring; the bluet's
power makes us follow the bluet's cycle;
And now April raisrs up herp!aque of flawers
and the henrf
eziinnds to admir its nduersnry.

By a single word-"plaque"-Guck
confQrs on April all the monumentality
of an allegorical goddess, stationed
irresistibly on the heart's pathway.
Since TheHousronlvlnrshlun.f. Glilck has
published a memorable sequence, T kr
Garderr (Antaeus, 1976), prolonging her
fixed glance and conclusive style into a
linkelaeries of poems. Sections of The

Gardeu could stand alone, but each gains
by luxtapositlon. From its beginning in a
rebirth of love to its diminished ending
in death, The Gerden combines Gliick's
almost posthumous tone with moments
of quick proximate sympathy. From the
one immobile focus she can say that "the
past, as always, stretched before us,l
still, complex, impenetrabte"; From the
other, fluid point of view she can still
Feel tempted by the garden's "ecstatic
reds" and feel certain that to be like the
stone animals, beyond harm, is "terrible:" i heGarden speaks from the abstract
knowledge of past losses 1"one after the
other, all supportable") but its uresent
losses are made so exact that they are
felt as if for the first time. Gltick's
eclectic mythology, combining Eden,
feather-cloaked gods, classical stone
animals and a helmeted sun, ends with a
Christian ghost, a spirit sitting on its
own headstone, "a small rock." "Tne
tomb in Palestine," said Stevens, "is not
the porch of spirits lingering"; but
Gluck; ghost like the gospel angels,
lingers in the cemetery. The body is
forgotten by the relentless village, its
faint searchlights scanning the rows of
gravestones. The earlier garden has
become Keats's stubble plains-here,
Gluck's "sheared field"; the "poor body"
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has only its buckled shadow, having tost ing,"and"TheDrownedChildren"-are
its spirit. The body waits to be claimed,
all allusive in Gluck's enigmatic manner,
like Jesus's by the Marys.

__all hopeless, all staving off tears with

The remoteness of what was once finish and surface. In the first, male and
common is Gl'uck's central subject: the
female come to a standstill, conjoining
irreality of life in the orchard once one like rocks and sea: the rocks are marred
has passed through the doors of what
Ginsberg once called in horror"the vast
high school" but what Gluck names
elementary school; the incomprehensibility of the parents' marriage in the eyes.
of the child; the ungra spab€e elem ents of
daily life, "the bread and milk. ., on the
table" once one has left the land of the
living. The very table at the end of The
Garden would evanesce were it not for _
the weight of the daily bread; the house
would disappear without its wooden
doors; Gl uck poses "weight"and "wood-.
en" against the shadowy otherness of
the dead body and formless spirit alike.
LumzclnNorrs, Gluck's most recent se- quence, retells in four parts part of what
The Garden had told in five, but it fatally
separates the woman into two: the

woman she had been with the man, and

and permanent."Gluck's last line evades
analysis: is it an accident that I link blue
and permarrerrf with ink? It is hard to fix
the speaker's relation to the children:
she wants death to have been easy for
them, she wants them to think of their

LouheGlNCk by Gcraed,Uzlanga

the body that will bear a child. It is the
by the ocean, the sea triumphs "like all
child, with no one to turn to but its that is false,lall that is fluent and
parents, who makes them into the only
womanly"The poem would be uninterauthority. And from this premise, esting if it did not attribute suffering to
evervthing else follows: these primal
the fixed man who refuses to turn to be
parents become human; their white photographed, and transparent longing
flesh becomes the ta6uln msa for those to the woman who mars him. The
wounds which will give rise to the hiecircular form of the poem-from the
roglyphs of language; and God leaves immobile man to the immobile manEden for Heaven, enabling his creatures _itself makes a transparent wave of
for the first time to conceive, through longing, curbed by the self>censure of
their imagining of him, earth seen from
the speaker and witness.
the air. This parable, beginning with
In Gluck's bitter "Thanksgiving" the
copulation and an indigenous God, "summoned pre,v"come to eat, knowing
passingonthroughsplittingandpanicto
that they will be eaten, tracked down
birth and authority, and ending with
and located by their hoofprints in the
language and estrangement (though snow.Intheritual,eaterandeatenhave
with an uneasy joy in wide-ranging their role: the part of the eater is not to
consciousness) will be read differently
relent, the part of the eaten is not to
by different readers, who may recall, forgive; all is order, all is a dying order. it
while reading Gluck, Blake'sambiguous
may be an allegory of the generations.
Genesis-parable stationing the angels,
Nature is as meticulous as the feasters:
in the form of stars, as our surrogates,
before it destroys, it sorts. The sumThe three recent lyrics included
moned prey; the sorted leaves; the lethal
here-'Portland, 1968;' "Thanksgiv- wind; the treacherous snow; the waiting
predators; the dying order: all this is

"HOW sesT to celebrate the anniversary of the overthrow of the

prefaced by the name of America's most
genial family feast.

Lon Nol regime in Cambodia?
For the present rulers of that
festive land, that question is easily
answered. You round up the 350
families in the area surrounding
the village in which Lon Nol was
born and slaughter them, and

I have put last Gluck's chilling explanation of the event always considered the
most unnatural of all-the death of
children. "You see,"she savs ingenuously, "they have no judgment.ISo it is
natural that thev should drown,"should
resume their fetal conditfon-blind,

then post their Foratreecop ➢ otlAecur^
rent issue of National
names at an anReview, wr9e to Oept R8,
niversa 4' rallY„
150 East 35m streetLew
Ynrk New York 10016.

weightless,suspendedinwater.Weightless again, but now in the pond, they
wait in the water hearing their parents'
fruitless calls, "lost(in the waters, blue

brief earthly life as a dream; but yet she
wants them still to hear the beckoning
earthly voices, passing above them like
lures over fish suspended just below the
surface. It is as though Gluc'.< were a
mother excusing their fault, hoping they
were not hurt and do not miss her, and
yet unwilling that they should forget
her utterly or be deaf to her voice. We
are made to remember, with her, the last
moment, the floating scarf, surrealistically prolonged; and we bequeath them,
with her, to the pond's colder maternity.
But the last act, against all reason, is the
call, "come home, come home."
Gluck's cryptic narratives invite our
participation: we must, according to the
case, fill out the story, substitute
ourselves for the fictive personages,
invent a scenario from which the
speaker can utter her lines, decode the
import, "solve" the allegory. Or such is
our first impulse. Later, I think, we no
longer care, in "Thanksgiving" for
instance, who are the prey and who the
predators: we read the poem, instead, as
a truth complete within its own terms,
reflecting some one of the innumerable
configurations into which experience
falls. Gluck's independent structures,
populated by nameless and often ghostly
forms engaged in archaic or timeless
motions, satisfy without referent. They
are far removed from the more circumstantial poetrv written by women poets
in the last 16 years, but they remain
poems chiefly about childhood, family
life, love, and motherhood. In their
obliquity and reserve, they offer an
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alternative to first-person "confession;"
while remaining indisputably personaL
The leap in style from Gluck's relat-

themselves, and write a long poem: "All
kinds or favors," said Stevens, "drop
from it."

ively ❑ nformed first book (Firslboru,
1968) to The House on MarsJdrmd suggests
Helen Vendler
that Glack is her own best critic. For-myself, I would hope she might follow
Hefeu Vecdler is professor of Engiish at
the advice Keats and Stevens gave
Boston University.

Books Considered
The World Economy: History and Prospect
by W. W. Rostow
(University of Texas Press; 534.50)

_

Getting From Here to There
by W. W. Rostow
(McGraw-Hill; $14.95)
When not serving the State Depart-- The last stage is obviously that now
ment or advising Presidents Kennedyor
enjoyed by Western Europe, North
Johnson, Walt Whitman Rostow has
America, Oceania, and Japan. The
chosen, like Edward Gibbon, to "scribcatchy aerodynamic metaphor is all
ble, scribble, scribble." We have thereRostow's. The second component of his
fore his thirteenth and fourteenth
theory is a reformulationof alleged long
books,neitherofwhichrecallsthel8thwaves in economic history associated
century British master's literary style_Twith the name of an early 20th-century
although they do bear a kinship in
Russian, Nikolai Kondratieff. But it is
grandeur of scope and effort. By far the
the stages, as first introduced by Rostow
more important of the two is The W'orld in 1960, that most firmly shape his
Econowy: History and Frocpzct. which Ros- - analysis as well as his prognosis.
towclearlyregardsasthecapstoneofhis
As purely descriptive devices, Roslife's work thus farIn this, economic_ tow's Sages can be interesting. They
developments are narrated analytically
disclose uniformities, however rough,in
from the industrial revolution to the
technologies, the identit,v of leading
present, compared country by country,
industries, the volume of investment,and assessed for future implications.
and the trend of birth and death rates as
The second book, to which we shall
nations move to progressively higher
come later, is essentially a brief and levels of income. For example, as the
uninspired addendum.
poorest countries gain some economic
The world outlook Rostow finally
headway they commonly do so through
distills is optimistic, a conclusion which
developmento€thesimplertechnologies
atleastinlargemeasureisimpltcitinthe
such as food processing, textiles and
two-part theoretical framework with leather goods. Not remarkably, richer
which he starts. The maincomponent of
countries use more sophisticated techthat framework is his familiar and conniques and produce a different compos:
troversial concept of "stages"of growth
tion of outputs. Applying all of the
in which he pictures countries, like an
foregoing standards, Rostow happily
airplane, at first lying idle (the "age of reports that withbutfewexceptions the
tradition"), then warming up (generatworld's-poorer countries have already
ing "the preconditions togrowth"), then _ passed through their take-offs and
taking off (with "a sudden burst of
moved on into drives to maturity, even
investment"), then gaining in altitude
India and China. (The only laggards are
("driving to technological maturity"), _ Burma, Yemen and the newer countries
and finally soaring freely in the wonderof Africd, he says.) Presumably, in the

ful era of "high mass-consumption."

stages of growth format, the vast
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majority of the third world is now
securely on its way to high mass
consumption economies. Rostow estimates that many will make it within the
next generation or sooner, practically all
of the remaicder within a generation or
two after that.
It is the confident happiness Rostow
displays and this [ast estimate that serve
as a warning. Many other economic
historians do not find the samedegreeof
uniformity that Rostow perceives
among countries in the "same stage" of
development. Even less generally obvious to them is his not:on of inexorable
progression from one stage to the next.
To take a case in point, India by Rostow's
reckoning has been on a drive to
maturity since 1963, just as the United
States was in 1870 and Great Britain in
1830. But neither the i:nited States nor
Great Britain had to cope with an
overwhelming majorit-v of the population (about 80 percent of India's} that
was debilitated and illiterate, nor with a
culture that was backwzrd-looking and
mystical, nor with an overweening
bureaucracy graced with an endemic
susceptibility to corruption. Do not the
severe class divisions in much of Latin

^ A 1?ARpER
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Trent's
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Case
E. C. BENTLEY
"I suppose everybody has at least heard
of Trenr's Lasr Case. It holds a very special place in the history of detective fiction. If you were so lucky as to read it
today for the first time, you would recognize it at once as a tale of unvsuaE
brilliance and charm, but you could
have no idea how startlingly original it
seemed when it first appeared. It shook
the little world of the mystery novel
like a revolution, and nothing was ever
quite the same again. Every detective
•
writer of today owes something, con
sciously or unconsciously, to its her
ating and inspiring influence."

-DOROTHY SAYERS in the
Introduction
P440
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America or the dictatorship in China
shape development:n ways sigrsificantlv
different from Australia's? As per capica
incomes rise, according to Rostow's
mechanistic schema, birthrates are
supposed to decline supinely toward a
"demographic transition" to a stable
population. In Mexico per capita incomes have been rising sir^e-at least
1900 while its bursting pooulation today
continues to overflow the Texas border
The aistrinxlinu of income, arnztng other
things omitted from Rostow's format,
has something to do with that. Even
traumatic political changes, as the recent
history of India shows, can alter population trendsRostow is not entirely unaware that
his narrowly statistiral definition of
stages is oversimplified. An occasional
reference to a social or political institution discloses that. But by and large he
follows a firm rule: nerer^llow aa
unruly fact to louse on an attractive
theory. Nor is Rostow unaware of the
physical limits that some have suppo=ed
would constrain the kind of exuberant
world economic expansion he envisages.
Here, one might surmise, he would
stand on safely familiar ground. Even
the Club of Rome's famous "social

"
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TRUE STORIES FROM
THE CUCKOO'S NEST
Compiled by Char(es Steir
"It is at once an articulate complaint from the captives of the
mental-health system and a notice
to society's certifiers that theirjob
will prove more difficult in the
future. For that we can all
applaud."-The New York Times
Book Reuiew*
$8.95 ISBN 0-91522036X
D:svibuted by Simon and Schuster

^ New Republic Books
'-' 1220 19th Street, NW
Washington, DC 200.?6
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engineers" have ?atelv conceded that
they erred in extrapolating future
trends in the precise image of the past.

civilization," which started in 1972-73.
The startling symptom he has in mind is
what we commonly call stagflation. But
Belatedly to be sure, they now allow for for Rostow it is not, as many think,
economic and social resiliency, innovaprimarily the result of the OPEC cartel's
tions, and above all the collective mea- dramatic price hike. Nor is stagflatien, as
sures that enlightened nations might I have contended, simplya new name for
take to avoid collective disaster. They an old disease that has grown sharply
have in mind some kind of rational but predictably worse. It is, in Rostow's
planning. So does Rostow, though with
book, the ominous symptom of the
a surprising quirk,
latest turning point in a Kondratieff
Three years ago I participated in a
cycle, which promises for the next 20 or
panel discussion (with John Kenneth 30 years an era of spreading shortages
Galbraith, Henry Wallich and Murray and rising nrices.
Weidenbaum) on economic planning in
Actually, little is known about the
the most widely attended session in the
long waves in economic activity that
history of the annual meetings of the
Kondratieff thought he had discovered
American Economic Association. Galin 1926. That is because the waves are
braith is always a drawing card. But this
supposed to last from 40 to 60 years.
turnout was unprecedented, overflow- Two waves alone, dated from the
ing two connnected ballrooms in Dalpresent, would take us back well into the
las's largest hotel. It seemed to be, in
19th century. Reasonably abundant and
large part at least, a tribute to the reliable data cease, going backward in
subject's background: 10 preceding time, around the end of the Civil War.
years of a cumulatively growing and
Hence leading experts on cycles like
provocative literature on the need for
Wesley C. Mitchell, Arthur Burns and
the United States to coordinate its
Simon Kuznets have been uniformly
policies in an overall, internally consist- skeptical about the reality of Kendraent plan. The worsening of the
tieff waves, especially since they are not
unemployment-inflatlon dilemma was distinctly marked even in. the modern
by ehen evident to nearlyeveryone,
periods for which data are ample.
along with the failures of the old NeeBut not so for Rostow. He views the
Keynesian dogma. So were the longerdownswing of a Kondratieff cycle as a
run problems of industr:al pollution,
decline in raw material prices, relative to
environmental destruction, resource all others, signaling an era of abundant
scarcities, welfare disarray, and chemi- cheap supplies and good business. An
cal horseplay in the food and drug
upswing signals scarctties of raw:na teriindustries. Adding to the interest was als bearing inflation and a decline in real
the Humphrey-Javits bill on planning
incomes. That is the fix we're in now, he
then being shoved around in Congress. says, with inflation due to last another
The remarkable fact is that Rostow
20 or 30 years. Which brings Rostow to
greets such issues-and the idea of planning and such novel ideas as volunplanning-as though he had spent the
tary business-labor agreements to keep
last decade circling Venus ina spaceship.
prices and wages low and thecalculation
There is no reference in his work to any of interindustry relationships (shades of
of the relevant literature, either to the
Nobel laureate Wassily LeontieE, unnotbooks, articles, the individuals involved, ed) to permit achievable production
or the ideas they expressed. There is goals. Of course, some may con tend that
even some evidence that he must have even if Rostow had read every word all
misunderstood whatever he may have
of us have written, he would not be that
read, as in his apparent belief that
much wiser. Mavbe so. But at least he
economists had by definition equated would know what's new.
full employment with "zero unemployIn short, I would be astonished if a
ment." First-year economics students general reader, much less a student,
know better than that.
found anything significant to learn in

All of which no doubt detracts somewhat from the interest readers may
have in Grtfing From Here to There, for it is
in this volume that Rostowconcentrates
on economic policy. On the very first

GeRing From Here ia There. Probably, its
often pompous and usually soporific
prose will stop most who open its pages
from ever finding out. The Warlii Emeom y:
Histonr and Prospect is of a different order,

page, as though he had justdisembarked

not in merit but in character. Unlike its

on planet Earth, he announces his

shorter companion, it is written for

discovery of an unprecedented crisis-

technicians. A formidable work, though

"an important turning point .., in the
worldeconomyand, indeed, in industrial

warped and muddled, it assembles in one
place a storehouse of statistical inferma-
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tion on poplation trends, industrialization, production, investment, prices,
publicoutlaysand the otherquantitative
paraphernalia of development econorn-

ics. I do not anticipate that many will
sample more than snatches of its 830
pages, but for scholars it may serve as a
useful reference.

payrolls in the 1930s, unemployment
was half a mirage in the depression.

Melville J. Ulmer

With sufficient ingenuity, employed
social scientists can virtually eliminate

poverty (a basic human condition) or the
more wretched destitution termed pauperism. It was the industrial business
cycle that obviously created masses of
idle workers swollen beyond the normal
cornplement of vagrants, handicapped,
professional beggars and seasonally
employed casual labor. It is still unclear,
as Garraty explains, what constitutes
unemployment. Is the student who
unsuccessfully seeks a summer job
unemployed in the same sense as the
adoTscent who is trying to enter the
labor market on a durable basis? Is the
discouraged older man who gives up
searching? Or the secretary who quits a
boring post and decides to make do with
weekly public suoport before she accepts
anotheR Some recent critics of Kevne-

the problem in statistical terms. Then, of
course, we verge on solutions worthy of
Moliere.
Beyond tracing the discovery of
unemployment, Garraty records the
centuries-iong debate over palliatives.
By the late middle ages the mass of uprooted men and women was profoundly unsettling. Their worklessness offended a hierarchical and task-oriented
society; their relief burdened the
Church and pr:vate benefactors. Consequently early modern Europe saw major
efforts to compel the able-bodied to
work and to systematize support for the
incapable. This dual effort, built into
early welfare schemes in Lyons, the
German city states and other towns,
likewise underlying the Elizabethan
Poor Law, has characterized treatment
of the problem ever since. The most
notorious mechanism for sifting the
deserving from the supposedly skftless
was the 1834 New Poor Law in Britain.
This self-enforcing liberal "reform"
established workhouses for relief but
made them so regimented and wretched
that only the reallv desperate would
enter. Even the work-oriented Victorians found it hard to live with this harsh
self-segregation of misery, and the
workhouse system broke down amid
scandals of bone-meal nourishment and

Unemployment in History:
Economic Thought and Public Policy
by John A. Garraty
(Harper and Row; $15)

From the end of the great depression of
the 1930s until recently, persistent unemployment was deemed an economic
ordeal and public scandal. Today we
implicitly debate whe[her it realty makes
a difference. It is not only conservative
economists who suggest that unem ployment of five percent or below is a
sentimental and archaic goal. Wear,v
liberals also worry that the old statistics
mean little in an era of high unemplovment benefits, women crowding the
labor market, and apparently intractable difficulties in educating inner-<iW
youth. Whatever the virtues of this disIllusioned decade, it shall not be remembered as an age of solidarity.
Professor Garraty himself suspects
that the causes and conditions of
joblessness have so evolved that the
traumatic memories of the depression
are no longer an appropriate starting
point for public policy. HumphreyHawkins means preparing to fight the
last war. At the end of his stimulatin&_
and useful survey of diagnoses of
unemployment throughout history,
Garraty thus implies that history has
only limited relevanceNonetheless, his
extensive marshalling of historical accounts, social commentary, and economic theory in several languages makes
his study a valuable guide for illuminating today's issues. Certainly the profound ambivalence of earlier eras toward those without work-the mixture of
charitable
concern
and
harsh
condemnation-still underlies contemporary policy responses.
Unernp•!oyment in History is less a survey
of the condition of being unemployed
than of the thinkingaboutit. As Garraty
stresses, until the age of industrialization the concept of unemployment was
actually hard to distinguish from that of

A New York City soup kifahen. 1931
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confinement of the poor wilh the through the labor market. We seek to cated skills. Despite the arguments
insar.e. Still, the underlying impulse has ensure a secular sacrament of worthiagainst controls that President Carter
retained merit for societies willing to ness; we distribute the tasks we will pay
has unfortunately accepted with such
support the worthy pomr but reluctant to have accomplished (i.e.,-the ones seeming rigidity, incomes policies do
to subsidize the lazy. The sameapproach
was implicit in the nrixon-bloynihan
Family Assistance plan, and in-general,
American welfare efforts lurch between
the carrot and the stick.
._
Garraty's
consoectus
o-f- relief
schemes and ideas on poverty is a
learned and instructive one.as he
reveals how slowly commentators progressed from blaming unemployment
on defects of personal character. Only
when the business cycle was ursdersiood
as a major aspect of industrial capitalism
did enlightened social ;hinkers begin toemphasize flaws in the economic systen
as a whole.Even this new perc€ption did
not always entail acceptance of public
responsibility. For social engineers or-humanitarians,

government - action

might indeed seem to follow. As early as- uremployrenr in New vork City rod,y
= teoe,rd Frssdstsoum
1790aFrenchRevolutionarycommittee
families or women cannot perform for
oftenwork.Controlsandincentivescan
established to eliminate mendicancy is
"free"); and we allocate much of the
be combined to allow fiscal stimulation
cited by Garraty as boldly declaring, "!n
national income. Despite apo':ogists for
while holding a lid on prices.
misdrrde5 penpleszst:mtorldes,1a1verue.arc!s"- the high earnings of executives or phyIn addition thereare"microeconomic"
But others continued to argue that eve= sicians these functions have no necesapproaches that Garraty's conclusions
if unemployment were a collective or
sarily logical connection. It might well
do not fully take into account. Swedish
systemic problem, the answer lay not in pay to keep some potential workers idle
economists have suggested marginal
state intervention but collective res-_ at normal wages rather than pour reemployment subsidies that involve
traint on the part of wage-earners. At sources into obsolescent technologies.
intra-industry taxes levied upoc all
least until Keynes, the brunt of neoBut this would conflict, of course, with
firms in a given sector but paid back to
classical theory was that full employ-, all the psychic rewards and discipline insubsidize those who take on more
ment might always be reached at some
volved in labor, Our contradictory
workers. Hence no aggregate burden is
wage level, if only labor per:nitted,
stance toward the unemployed-fearplaced on the industrial activity as a
InthisbookasinearlierworkGarraty
ing their condition, begrudging their
whole, but incentives are provided for
demonstrates a fine sense of what liberty-opens up a whole range of unproductivity gains that can be immediconstitutes a significant comparative" explored issues about freedom and comately- channeled into higher employhistorical problem. I would have prepulsion in our institutional life,
ment The government might likewise
ferred a more extensive analysis of the
In his analvsis of contemporary probsubsidize retraining provisions in primeaningofworkandworklessnessehan lem,moreover,Garratymaybemaking
vate labor contracts, as for instance
Garraty has allowed himself. One of the
the Phillips curve-the "trade-off" bewhen linorype operator> must be made
dilemmas inherent in copingwith unem- - tween inflation and unemployment- into computer onerators if they are not
ployment arises from the fact that our . too iron a law. He implies that the only
to be fired. Unemployment compensasocieties try to solve multiple tasks
strategy of reducing unemployment is
tionmtghtbemoredirectlycoupledwith
fiscal and monetary stimulation of the
retraining or education in general,
economy as a whole, which is untargetRather than encourage a disspiriting job
-AND I
ed and wasteful in light of today's search during the period ofrelief, askfor
WORKED AT
structural unemployment. Today we
school attendance. The necessary eduTHE WRITER'S
realize that not merely depressions
cational infrastructure would not be
TRADE Chapters
involve what Schumpeter called creaeasy to establish and would constantly
tive destruction, removing the deadof Literary History,
have to be modernized, but rightly un1918-1978
wood of industry and facilitating a
derstood this is a process of social capirecovery by healthy producers. Instead
by
tal formation. The concern of the 17th
economicadvancesareconstantlvshovMalcolm Cowley
century, as Garraty usefully stresses,
ing enterprises into marginality. And
"There is not a page here
was that unemployment was a wasted
without the watermark and
when, as in the modern central city, the
potential forsocietyasawhole.Shornof
signature of intelligence....
victims are left to languish, educational
its coerciveaspects that recognition isan
He is still a hero of the cullags then reinforce the difficulties of important one.
ture we breathe."
employment.
Garraty's own perplexedness reflects
-JOHN LEONARD,
The New York Times
In fact, many of these unemployed tnelargerhelplessfeelingofcontemporwill be reabsorbed in a vigorous econarysociety.Butinasensethelugubrious
VIKING
$11.50 i omy. They need not all have sophistiPhillips curve that Garraty sees as so
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great measure not only on its sturdy
sociological scaffold, but on its almost
lyrical and ephemeral references. Wirth
was never one toeschew what Aristotle
called mythopoetic forms of knowledge,
nor degrade that which we learn by
sensing and feeling. Unselfconsciously
he wrote of people coming "under the
spell of the influences which the city
exerts ..,," He spoke of the character
of social life being molded into specifically urban forms, and peopie"immunizing
themselves against the personal claints
and expectations of others." Above all,
he wrote with concern for the historv of
cities, and the destinies of the people
who lived in them, and by their verv
being shaped and were shaped by them.
And he never lost track of, or faith in,
the sociological enterprise, orat least the
Chicago School of Sociology which he
and his colleagues were establishing
through their methodology and exquisite sensitivity to social forms, patterns,
details.
For Wirth, the size of a community
was relevant to any definition of a city
only insofar as numbers could first, be
examined in larger cultural and historical contexts, and second, be interpreted
in terms of the effect of a city on the
social life of its residents. Alerting the
reader to numerical and historical
criteria of city life, Wirth defined a city
,as a relatively large, dense, and permanent settlement of socially heterogeneous individuals," One lingers here on
concepts of density, permanence and
social heterogeneity if only because the
words themselves are so imposing. Yet
Wirth, in an article of not great length,
makes the languageand the constraints
come alive.
He points at once to the changing
purpose of people congregating in
American cities. He speaks, forexample,
of the need to bring various sorts of
people together, because of the different
capacities and roles they may present to
one another. Yet he warns that the
greater number of people involved in
any interaction, the greater will be the
differentiation among them. This notion, probably, is the cornerstone of the
piece, the chunk of theory derived from
his concern with size of cities and the
quality of life that would develop among
crowded masses of people,
_
Specifically, Wirth conceived of the
city as a collection of people living in a
way that necessitated interpersonal
indifference, and reconciling and adjusting themselves to wholly inpersonal,
segmented, superficial contacts. In this
apotheosis of the blasd, he saw human

spontaneity, self-expression and a feeling of high morale disappearing. In their
place loomed the schizoid character of
the urban personality. City life then,
with its emphasis on the soulless
corporate body and its economically
determined rules for defining labor and
work responsibilities, yielded the verv
anomic world Durkheim had articulated
in his own classic study on suicide. The
urban dweller would come to know
occupational specialization, anonymity,
instability in role relationships, and an
enormous degree of dependence on
almost anyone for almost anything.
In that city life typically renders
physical contacts close but social contacts
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distant, the premium, Wirrh observed,
eventually is out on visual recognition.
His or her sensitivity to nature dulled,
the urban dweller literally is inundated
with physical artifacts, each with its
respective meaning, its respective place
in the structure of the urban social life.
(New York born comic Sam Levinson
once remarked that, as a boy, in order to
see the country, he sneaked into cars
lined up in funeral processions.) Furthermore, as one encountered artifact
after artifact, street light and clock,
sidewalk and building, so did one pass
from one aspect of living to another.
Work to school to home to church to
place of recreation. It was a mosaic of

"A sober, much needed
warning about
...drug and
scalpel

psychiatry.. .
Eminently
and
compellingly
readable."
-Chicago Tribune
"An important, shocking book that will provoke°controversy and outrage... "An overview of methods of
Chavkin's prediction that mind- mind control which recoils at
control techniques could be- government agencies' uncome standard equipment of constitutional techniques...
government prisons and police grim indeed."
departments is backed by...
-Kirkus Reviews
names of agencies, labs and
"Does a real service in pointprofessionals."
ing out the dangers and
-Publishers Weekly
abuses possible in psychosur-'
"Will raise eyebrows in legis- gery and punitive behavior modlative chambers across the ification... Well-documented."
nation." -Chicago Sun Times
-Library Journat
$8.95, now at your bookstore or write to:

^ Houghton Mifflin Company
2 Parlc Street • Boston Massachusetts, 02107
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impersonal artifacts that splashed in the

were mass produckng goods, then the

face of the city dweller. It was a mosaic

urban world was mass producing human

which diminished friendships, and in-

services and needs, and demanding that

duced

people "fit," for good and for always.

compenition,

aggrandizement,

mutual exploitation. Wirth never went
so far as to suggest that in time families
would be run according to rhe imper>onal patterns of corporations, but he was
wholly prepared for families, like urban
societies, appealing to formal agents of
social control, and thereby employing
teachers and police as disciplinarians for
their children. For Wirth, it was no
surprise that the family had 'oecome
merely another grauping, ex-peeiencirtg
with all other urban groups the city's
complicated tempi and technology. If
urban dwellers felt lonely, as Wirth
argued they did, it well might be that
families, bydint of the transformation in
the bonds that held family members
together, would offer no protection
from this death-causing disease.
A sociological argument through and
through, Wirth's portrayal of city life
included a section on the inevitable
breakdown of caste lines and the corresponding emphasis on social stratification. If urban denizens dreamed oT
"making it," then they merely were reacting to the unstable tenuous but nonetheless finely etched socialsculpture
called status. A person's in3bilit,v to
properly define this slippery notion of
"making it," moreover, probably resulited from the fluEdityof mass movements,
and the fact that persons necessarily
rose and fell in urban societv as a function of membership in several groups. In
fact, Wirth astutely pointed to the
premium placed on outrageous and
eccentric human behavior. Id•' nothing
else, the eccentric act, the role of the
freak, as Fiedler recently observed, gave

Wes[ Side Manhanzn

Phamg:aph by Iei( vmson

There would be no-place for indtviduality and oarticularism in a world honoring
collective action, mass clientele, average
taste. Even an allegiance to that mythtc
body called the community involved a
sense of depersonalization, and the subordination of singular drives and purposes. One wonders, in this regard,
whether that which is called individualism and social naressism in fact is compensatory; a manifest rebellion against
the reality of anonymity and alienation.
Wirth's solemn appraisalof city living
was profoundly affected by his familiari-

one respite from the notmalizin97-' tywithdemographecvariables.Heknew
socializing roles imposed by one's group

well the impact on social life of an influx
associations. If industries, Wirthwrote,-. into a city of foreign born people. He was

-
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gave meaning to the quality of these
associations.
One senses iti'irth, in this article,
lamenting the passage of true individu-

I only too aware of the strife that people
of dissimilar social biographies experienced, particularly in the sphere of
employment. He was equally sophisticated about the effect on social life and
human bonds of land values, rental and
ownership patterns, transportation and
utility costs, and above all, differer.tia!
birth and death rates among various
class and ethnic groupings. Income and
status were two of his pet variables; the
changing family the delicate unit one
feels he watched with a certaic degree of
melancholy. But always his eye felE on
the bond of friendship, the quality of
human associations, and the political,
economic and social factors extant in
urban life, that shaped these bonds and

alism, living styles underwriting genuine
autonomy,
even
selfemployment. Surely he could not be
sanguine about the fact that virtuall,vno
human need could remain free of
commercialism. How prophetic he was
40 years ago when he commented on
America's growing passive spectatorism. And how sadly amused he might
have been by our contemporaryplethoraof human growth groups and personal want ads. Wirth would not have been
surprised at changes not only in philosophies of family life, but at the increasing
fragility of the bonds holding men and
women, parents and children together.
He would not have been surprised at the
volatility that results from this fragility,
and the desperate search of people to
locate some logical and legitimate object
or agent of control and order:a psychiatrist, counselor, policeman, possibly
even the most popular self-help book,
ideology, or celebrity, He would not
have been surprised at the rising crime,
homicide, suicide and general mental
breakdown rates. He saw these eventualities in the structure of city life, in the
connective tissue of human friendshio,
and importantly, in the methods and
'manner of human communication.
In complex cities, governed by technological advances and characterized bysocalled secondary forms of human association, friendships, that is, based on
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need, utility and function, communicStion can only proceed on the most
elementary levels. Density alone would
dictate talkof the mostcommon denominators. One wonders what Wirth
would have written had he been able
even to sense the extraordinary power
of television. Forty years ago he wrote,
"In view of the ineffectiveness of actual
kinship ties we create fictional kinship
groups." It was a significant observation, for beyond the ivlcLuhan notions
that for so long have influenced our
thinking about teSevision, Wirth was
suggesting something very considerable. Was the traditional kinship structure being replaced by television programming? Were the weekly visits of
the 6Valtons, Bonanza men, the Archie
Bunkers and whomever, somehow replacing the regular visitsof family members? Were the family bible, diary,
dinner table conversation giving wayto
the TV Guide?
Of course Wirth's arguments have
been attacked, often in eloquent fashion.
One of the bes: comes from Herbert
Gans, one of.America's most astute ur-

ban observers. Briefly, Gans found fault
with Wirth's failure to distinguish city

life and so-called non-city life. The world
of the suburbs, For example, would force
still newer stimuli into the bondsoF
human association. Furthermore, Gars
contended, one could not justify apply-

ing the term Geselisrncjt to urban
relationships. Indeed, many of Wirth's_
assertions simply could not be confirmed empirically. Admittedly, they
also could not be disconfirmed, even
with today's more sophisticated socioIogical research arsenal.
It well may be, as Gans wrote 15 years
ago, that "Wirth's description of the
urban way of life fits best the transient
areas of the inner city," It also may be
that increasingly more of city life has
taken on the quality of so-called inner=
city life, a term, incidentally, that is as
slippery as it is politiczlly charged,

AUTHORS WANTED BY
NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading book publisher seeks manuecripts of all types: fiction, nonfiction, poetry, scholarly and juvenile works, etc. New authors
welcomed. For complete information, send for booklet NR-1. It's free.
Vantage Press, 516 West 34St.,New
York, N.Y. 40001.

Nonetheless, "Urbanism as a Way of
Life," both as article and reaiit,v, remaic,
and as they say, demand our attention.
The cities, surely, requ:re the best
minds, the best muscles, the best of all of
us. All of us, however, refers not onlv to
the survivors, but to our ancestors,
especially our intellectual ancestors. So
occasionally, it seems appropriate that
we "ask" history once again to speak its
piece. One way we do this is to inspect
documents now seemingly more valuable for us as relics than as living
resources.
Louis Wirth is more than another
expert. He is a living resource, a good
counsel, a man who seemingly cared a
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- Directory
Instruction
TRIPLE YOJR READING SPEED in 4•xeeks.
Learn at harre. Free details. Scamper Systems,
1 0- Box 235J, Col:ege Point, New York 11358.

Self-Improvement
PROGRAM YOUR MIND FOR SUCCESS, wealth .
practical instructions, $300 . Rubicon Press,
62600 Rutsatz, oemiog, Washington 98244.

great deal for the evolution of ourcities,
our culture, and the way people managed to iive with one another, hopefully
to find satisfaction in their work and
associations. Reading him is not only
enlightening, it is a reawakeninG ofone's
sens:tivities. If nothing more, it's wonderfully pleasant to hunt for treasures
one has kept safe for so long, feel the
pages of an old book, and rediscover the
work of a dear and trusted friend.

Thomas J. Cottle
Tirorrms J. CotNe's most recent book is
Coiiege.Rewnru and Bt!rcual (Unlv. of
Chicago Press).

Foreign Studies
WANT TO SAVE THE WORLD? Opportunities
Galore in International Youth Internship Dlrectory.32 prepald.Free Sample copy monttdy!ntercultural Studies Information Service with order.
Learning Resources In Internatlonal.SUdies, 60
East 42nd Street, NYC, N.Y. 10011
MEET RUSSIANS FACE-TC-FAC2 on 3-weei
nenpolitical non-proflt exchange vislts to the
USSR. Open to qualifietl Anericars, aC ages, occupauons, Departures June through December.
Write-Wice-PhOne Citizen Exchange Corps, Dept.
KR, 18 E.41st Street New Yori, New York 10017.
(212) 889-7960.

The Classifieds
Personals
WASHINGTON, D.C. WOMAN (E0) seeks Japan
buff to share interests The New Republic Be,
8850.
LONELY? NEED A MAN Around the house?
Retired business man 51, B feet, 2COfi, evailable tor
marriage. Answer guaranteed. The New Republic
9ox 9975
MALE. E0, SEEKS WOM1°AN conpanieo to share
intereat In music, outdoors, theatre, travel, Ilfe,
D.C'Area. The New Republic Box 6855.
RECENT SINGLE-42, SLIM, attactive, young
looking, cultured. financa.'ly secure . and fun
loving-seeks attractive, Intelligent, sophisticated
gentleman40-48yeascldfor"tm•eandmaniage/'
o-outh Western Mtchigan area. New Reoublic Box
8870..
LADY,ATTRACTIVE AP?EARANCE,SLEN7E9.
57". pTeasan' temperament, fortyisn. Tezcner.
promin.ant NYC musIC institct`on, enlOya ootcdor
and all householtl activities. ItalianlAmarican,
rellgiously broadminded. To a narriage-minded.
comoatible gsntleman. I,vould appreciate correspondence. The New Republic Box 264Q.
TRY OUR INTRODUCTORY "3 for 2" offer response nearly trlples with multiple insertions,
TNR Classlfieds wcrk!
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ATTRACTIVE, INTELLIGENT, AWARE Manhettan Female with diversified interests, looking to
meetattractive, intelligentwell-oreservedmele4555. 371-5617.
BEAUTIFUL LAKE FLACEneedsyourenjoyment
- ME too. Need participa:ing, nan-s,-wking man,
not persnickerty. Prefer Fifties. willing to teach,
fish, explore, enloy The New .Republlc8oxB815.
MALE SEEKING CORRESPONDENCE
I would like to co«espond with anycne who is
lonely, in need of aifection, understandtng, and
possible love. I'm 29 years of age. The New
Repbbllc Box 8695.
DATES GA'_ORE! Meet singles-anywhere Can
DATEUNE, tcl4free f,9001 451-3245
LATINLADIESseek(rlendship.'Nrite"Latins"3ox
171E-NR, Chclz Vista. Ca'.Iforniz 92012.
BINGLE BOOK:OVERS gets the cultvred, single.
wqdcwed or divorced acqoainted. Na:ionwice
Write Box A_, Svrerihmora. Pennsylvania 19081.
Establtshed 1970.
ORIEN-AL;ADIES wantto write you. Btossoms,
Stehekln, Wash'ngton 98052.
CAN'T STAND DENTURES?
Enioy reading, PEACE. too? Seeking oommunlaafive mn, prefer fi9lss, wenting leave
raUrace. beautiful water. The New Republic Box
8795.

Politics

Et Cetera

KNOW YOUR CONGRESSMAN
Each month the Washrnyton Wire will repart to
you your Ccngressman's voting record on all
issues. Atsa daily attendance will be recorded.
POETRY WANTED
poems for Stay informed on your representaC:re in
Sothis Poblishing ganherin3
Washing:on. Send $'5 for year subscription to:
Daybreak," ananthology. SubmitfoBox628`lR,
NASHINGTON WIPE. P.O. 3ox E07, Arlinc:on,
San Diego. California 92n2.
Virgtnia 22216.
WRITE YOUR OWN LEGAL WILL
LONELY? F'md e friend - use the c!assdledsr
Join thousands of Americans. It's essy when

COMPLETELY FINISHED unique wcL•den lawn
tumllure. In kit torm. York Mtg„ Ltd., 401 West
Superior. Chicago, Illinois 60610, 644-3644.

showe how. For free information end a saople W III
Page, write today to Wills, CCP. Inc., Landmark
3ui!ding, Box 5552 (NR-1), Austln. Texas, 78763.

When an AMERICAN INDIAN CH ILD drops out Of
school, chances for success drop abysmally
Futures for Children is a non-profit Organization
working to help keep Native Amer:can chi!dren in
school. For $20 a month you can take part in a
price'.ess endeavor, and get to knovr about a way of
life here in America.lNrite for tu:ther informa9on
or begin a sponscrsSip today', Futures for
Children, 4401 tvtqnigomery N.E., Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87109. Or call, toll-free (800) 5456843.

Good Causes

HOSBY'NITH A KICK! How to mekecef:dcus liqueurs, wir.es, bear. %1.00. Gourmet, 5133-T
Fairhill, Philadelphia Pennsylvania 19120.

FIGHT INJUSTICE, Support human r!ghts,
. Williams Defense Fund. 31 Knox. Thomaston.
Maine 04861.

DECLARATION OF THE
SENDYOURLOVEOVERSEASIYoucanbecome
RIGHTS OF THE UNBORN
a Fcster Parent to a little boy or girl for $19 a
Thehumanityoftheunbbrnshouldberecognized
month-and learn the chilc's naide, receive a
asthehumanityofthebernisremgnizedandwith
p:'wtogr2ph,atleailedcasehistqry,ancexchange
thisrecegnitionofthehumanitycttheunborn,so
Ietters.For.nformation,vrtite'.FCsterParentsPlan,
thenaluralrightbesecured.Thefirstandforemost
156-8 PIan Way,Niarwick, Rhode Island 02887 or
of these natural righte is the right to life. For the
call :oll free 800-327-8912.
major differerce between the born and unborn life
Is only the biological development-a process --.STOPMICROWAVEPOLLUTION.TheCapeCOd
wh!ch continies throughout the li`,el(me of any`
Coalition seeks contr:butions to support injcnchuman being. For from conception, the unborn
tivesuitagainstUSAFradarlacillty onCapeCod.
haveallthegeneticmaterialthatallowsthefulldevelopment of a human body-all of which de- _ Your support is crtical to insure a negliglble
hea!fh or environmenta l impact. B oa 882
velops before birte. Since life is a nakuraL uni=
Provincetown, Massachusetts, 02657.
versaC and inalienable right, this sfio'ur not be`
deprivedofanyhumanbeingbecauseotheirbioWORLDDE1dOCRACY,THERATIONALALTERlogical stage of development. Therefore, the ua-_ NATIVE! Send $5 for Constitution For Federation
born should not be deprived of this niaTuraL cni-- C I Earth and plan for provisional worltl parliament
versal and inalienable right to !ile tuf should be6 (ggg ppl plus sample copy Ac:oss Frontiers bulsecured this right in law; In this case and in this
ietin. WCPA, 1480 Hoyt Stree:, Room 31, L2keIand,enAmendmen:totheCoastitution,aRighttowoodColorado,80215.
_
Life Amendment. for the unborn. AccarCingly m
social legislation the utnost should be done to
assist women wetl or unwed in beari ng a chiltl. Ac-_
cordi^g!y!neducationtheutmastshcj7dbedore
to teach a reverence and va!ue of unborn human
tlfe by the tamily and all social Insiituttrs
Napanal Right to Llfe Committee
Nstlanal Prees Bldg., 52914fh St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20045

PEACE SEMINAR to Soviet Union for disarm=ment end detente tliscuss!ons will occur August 627. Tour to Cuba October 7- 21, Appl Icztions are
welcome. Contact Promoting Enduring Peace,
Box 103,'ddoodmont, Connecticut, 00460.

Of Interest to Women
Save MONEY. tvtER:AM HanceAGS come in
styles to Gt every need, and every purse. Literature
400 . NUBAGS. Be. 696, Morton Grove. Illinols
600'3.
EVE'S CARDEN - a sexuallly boutique and
bookshop created by women for women. Free
Catalog. 2e6 East 51sc Street, Dept. NR, New York.
NewYork10022.

Employment Wanted
BLACK WOMAN WRITER. 60 'NFM. Prefers
Columbia, S.C. or Research Triangle, N.C. Will
relocate. The New Republ!c Box 8855.
TRADE UNION BUSINESS AGENT
workinc in Hawaii desires maintand position have negotiated over 100ccNr2cts. Resume on requesL Reply: The New Republic Box 8810.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Pay for 2 ads - get

^ s r tcr i :

AREAS OF CONCERN-Harry Hydes newsletter
for concerned citizens. Free sample f mention New
Repub!icl: AOC. Box 47, Bryn Mawr, PA-19010

C,as

THE LEFT HANDED COMPLEMENT:
Cuetomlzed items for lefties. Catalog $1.00, 422D
Nceline Avenue, Dept. C. Encino, California-
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IT'S NO SECRET
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that TNR classifieds produce the

results you're looking for. With a small

91436.

additional inN'estment, you can brighten your response
even more with an eye-catching BOLD FACED

WANTED TO 3UY: F. B. Joyner. Dsvid Ames
Wellsr Champicn of Free Trade, ( t 939) _A. R. Ross,
Box 6485, Lawrenceville. New Jersey C0646.

HEADLINE, SIGNATURE or ILLUSTRATION!'

TECHNOCRACY-TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIAL
DESIGN available for one dollar from
Technocracy Inc., Continental Headquarters.
Savannah, Ohio 44874.

---------------------------.-------------My ad reads:

I'II brighten up my ad:
❑ BOLD HEADLINE

NORTH CAROLINA
The state of Wilmington 10, Joan Little and J. P.
Stevens. We are beg[nn!ng Texas Obserrer-style
bi-weekly. Have statewide board and much
energy, Need $3,000 more in seed money immed!ate!y. Help us fight for justice here and r.ori:
Send tax deductib!e check to Committee for an
Open Newspaper, Box 5258, Hich Paint. Nanh

$5 plus 70¢ per'xard

❑ BOLD HEAD & SIGNATURE
$10 plus 70S per word

❑ BOLD HEAD, SIG & INSET
$25 plus 706 per word (photo encl.)

Oarollna 27262.

❑ REGULAR CLASSIFIED
70t per word

coey de,dtioe le days erm lo samrcav Imre e:le_

(TNR Box Numbers -$4.50 extra)

Investments

See'reguency rates next page.

Advanced payment enclosed $
Please run my ad

STOCKMARK-ET OPPORTUNITY: Send $1 for
name, description of a stockwhich could well double in price by early 1979 N.R. Rosen, 2775 Ekers,
:
Mentreai, Ouebec.
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"BROW N's THE ONE" SUMPERSTICKERS, BUT-

Literature

TONS, 2/$1. Matahbcoks - 50/j2. Box 762, 681

HOLOCAUST
The Myths. the facts, For Seecial reporf'. §6.00
Research Institute, 507 5th Ave. N.Y. 10017
JFK BUFFS-Biblioohiles, Selling JFK Library
Write 329 30th Avenue, San Francisco, California
94121. for datai's.
COMBINED SPRING/SUMMER 1978 UNIVERSITY PRESS AND SCHOLARLY IMPRINT SALE
CATALOG - SAVINGS UP T0 759b .518 titles.87
publishers,cut-offdateOcleber31,1970.N/riFefor
catalog - The Scholar's Bookshelf, D-5, 205
Nassau Street, Princeto0. New Jersey 08540. _
FREE BOOK. Prophet Elliah Coming Before
Christ. Megiddo Mission. Dept. 72, 481 Thurston
Road, Rcchester, New York 14619.
BOOK FOR B12DERS
nna sll naCre peode.
A CeligM1tful rolleenon of essess
by nuurtlisl Lester Itomea, illuxmeed
by Pel Area Lang: °Oetdwn b Beolu
11La Aborllebeny Putunlr' 95 IN sofi
r, 53.95 pmtpid, Mell ebeek to
D.V.A. I+corporated, 1,40 E. &krrtdeon Aae
Canehamo. PA I9057. IPa. reswecu WS The W. tw

Literary Services
PROPOSAL WRITING HANDBOOK
Learn Hew to Vdrite Proposals for Fundraising or
Program Development. $5.00 V-E Enterprises.
P.O. Box 12063, Washington. D.C.20005.
BOOKFINDER. Foreign books anly, reasonable
rates. The Bibliophile, 2057 East 14th Street,
_
Brooklyn, New York1122g.
ANY SUBJECT RESEAaCHED, Library of Cangress, etc. $12 per hour; American Reseanb
Center. Department R, P.O. Box 32352,
Washington, D.C. 2C007.
WRITERS-"UNSALABLE" MANUSCRIPT? Try
AU-HOR AID ASSOCIATES, 240 East 52nd
Street, New York City 10722.

Ellis, San Francsco, California 94109.
TRY OUR INTRODUCTORY "3 for 2" otfer response nearly triples with multiple insertions.
TNR Classifieds work!

Arts/C rafts
COLORFUL HAND-NEEDLEPOINT bookmarks,
reversfble, ideal teacher, student remembrance.
$1,50 plus 13e stamp: P.O. Box 314, Cnester.
Massachusetts 01011.
ISRAELI ART, Collect and iavest in original signed
and numbered lithographs by contemporary
Israeli artists recognized worldwide, in major
museums and collections. Free illustrated cata!oa.
Lithas, Dept. NR3, 210 Fi^9h Avenue. Nelvlark
New York r0010,

Walicoverings
DISCOUNT WALLCOVERINGS - `_IBERAL
SAVINGS, Strahan, Schumacheq NJalltex,
Sanitas. Any brand. Paper. viny6 silis, designer
hanoprints, fabrics. Call with pattern number,
rollage Tell free 800-245-1768. American Oiscount Wallcoverings.

Gourmet/Cookery

6EFTHOV€N i.n.ani.^nea8ka'walnG9°naw.9 ,aI
Kolka_WSnemFy.Ta4mf,AC'ssu.
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Bumperstickers
BUb1PERSTICKERS, DECALS, BUTTONS Lowcost, eustem made advertlsing for your Busir.ess,
Special Eent, Organization or Politcal Campalgn. Buy direct from manutaotura and SAVEL
?leases:ateiotendeduseforapprepdatesampes
Wrlte for FREE Brochure. Price List and Sameles.
REFLECTIVE ADVERTISING INC. DepLNR.8551
PaSe Bculevard, St.LOUis,Missouri63t14. Phane
(314) 423-5495.

.4RIZONA'. Secludec campingl Privately owned
riveo-front paradfse. W rlte: MacAlllster, Box 697.
ClarkdalE, Arizona 86324.
PUERTO RICO: Luquilo Beach House. 3
bsdrooms, for rent weekiy. Edward Plnney, Box
460, Gracle Station, New York, New York 10028.

Property Sale/Rent
RANCH TYPE HOUSE FOR SALE, one acre
landsraped,three acres wild privacy,vievr,large
living room, large windews, conservatory, own
well, 2 becrooms, 2 ', s, kitchen, screened
parch, terrace, gor- ciol,ghborhoad, near IBM,
BeLoval.PCughke y.e.(914)471-0591.
Many native white dogwoods, scarlet
crabap?les, o:her '.iowering trees. occas.onal
deer, fox, pheasaots, space'or swimming pocl,
livable hcuse.see above.
SABBATICAL? Rect/Exchange housing
worldwide. LOAN-A-HOME, 18?l Darvroed ?lace,
M3 Vernon, New York 10553.

VI1 aMIN COCKTAILS!Hew to mix dr.nks thatcan
be good for yoou Eight spirited recipes, s1.00.
'
Gourmet, 5133-T Fairbill, PI111adeiphia, Pennsyvanla 19120.
_

VERdONT-CondorTownhouse in Sugarbush
Skiing,'%C Skiing area-plusi four hedream-2
balhrooms with sauna-pl us seF=rate room which
can double as office foe artist, writer or
werkahodc-available all seasons. Reply to The
New Republic Box 8860.

Music
HARPSICHORDS, CLAVICHORDS by SperrYa'se. Dependeble, beautiful, moderate-y priced.
Robert S. Taylor. 8710 Garfield Street, Benesda,
Maryland.

Historrcal

wnerMeHer.li.Wn'mnel-,ealu[M1e.J,I:g.Fi.uE.FeM1.
vy

CAMPERSI ROUGH IT IGently). Savor peacelu:
wooded Island. unspailed lake, eastern Ontario.
Coltaces, $80 Duaoe Barnes, Ompah, Ontaria.

MAKE YOUR OWN BEER
Easy to prepare, old European reoipe. S2 and
S.A.S.E. to: R. Szacki, Box 5K. 1525 East 26th
Street, Brooklyn, New York 11229.

THE GREAT

Joi
P[ken^s aeou's neapeSanAiCOia:^ IJine'

COLONIAL LONG ISLAND, at Amagansett. The
Ocean Dune Apartments offer luxurloosly furnlshed 21h to 4'^ room seaside suites with
ki tchenettes, cally maid service, orivatesun decks,
pool and ocean beach, gel`. privileges. Rates and
brochure:(616) 267-3436,

CLDINILLS FROM. ENGIAND. Framed.Anstocz,
63>Aariborough Road, Btevenege, Hertfordshlre.

T-Shirts

rShtrts, etc.

CASA .ANDOR3A, CULEBRA ISLAND, P.R.
Waterfront, sleeps six. Swimming, scuba, snorkeltng, bicyaling, fishing, Weekly. Box 526, Bronxvllle, Na, York 10708. (914) 961-6591, evenings.

ESCAPES
Vacation/Travel
CENTRAL TEXAS TRAVEL Brcchure. $2, Infornaticn Enlerprises, Box 6395N, 'JJacq Texas
76706.
IVORLD'S WHITEST BEACHES. 8-Bedrecm
house,50yardstobeach.6350Meak_Box9S01,
Pensacola Beach. Florida 3256t (904) 9324265.
TETON MOUNTAINEERING WORKSHOP
August 7-13, 21-27, 5225. Prafesslonal guldes.
CLTS, 222C BircF., Der,ver, Colorado, 80207.l303)
333-783t
ACADEMICS, DIPLOfdA-S, professional and
b:rsiness people li their London homes thraugh
George Knight & Partners (the specialist rental
agents now in their 20:h year of continuous servicel to those of similar '.ifes:yle coming ii
abroad. Asia for their illustrated brochure, 3 Heath
Street, London, N'N3 6TP. Telephone 01-7941125.
THINKING ABOUT?RANCE? You can't losewith
this new 20 page guide, full of smarL Fracucal tips.
$2.00, Francophile Publications,Box 117,Sparla,
NewJersey0787t
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BRIGHTON, ENGLAND. JUNE-AUGUST, 1970.
3 Bedroom furnisrled house nearseafront. soops,
buses, 1 hour London. $260 mcr th. Jenkins, fB12)
332-1949,
NANTUCKET ISLAND - Contemporary house,
fullv furnished. Near uncrowded, encless
beaches, 6 mJes from town. Weekly, manthly.
1216) 721-2322 evenings:i216j 391-3885 days.
BEAJTIFUL 51ERRA STREAM LANDNORTHERN CALIFORNIA, Dramatic mountain
setting, Two acre `erested parcels. ?rirr.ilive commons areas, rescrmponsgro;ecting faest, prli
electrlcity, year round paved eccess. Small, unfquely planned area, National Fcrest surrcunding.
Exce Ilent svdmming, fishing. Fermen ent homesor
retreats. Adjacent pasture. Previous ofL=.r!ngs:
most solc New Republlc respon-dents. VJrite H.
Page, Taylorsville. California 05983.
^^^^^t^i^^ ^^^^^
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David, the oldest of our fuur children, then perhaps we haven't done so badly
graduated from high school last week.. after all.
His school is one of ;hose private
institutions which, having less and less
Some people disapprove of honorary
of a distinctive intellectuat or ethical
degrees, and some insFtutions don't
character, exists primarily as an option_ give them.I enioy seeingthemamarded.
for urban upper-middle-class parents They serve at least three symbolic
who don't want to impose the
purposes. In paying tribute to very
pathologies of public secocdary educaaccomplished men and women, they
tion on their children. 1 read everywhere
make tie point tnat achievement is par:
that young people these _days are of a continuum withuut-end. In the
practical and ambitiously careerist. diversity of people they honor, colleg:es
David is not; neither are his friends- and universities acknowledge the intrinchildrer, also of the professoriat and_ sic value of work beyond the purely
similar styles of life and work. They academic, a theraneutic cam-cession for
were not quite outcasts in school, but
them. Finally, in. honoring those who
neither were they mainstream,especial-_ may not be on its own rolls, an instituly when they went around the ca:npus
tion associates itself with a community
altering
the
stenciled exhortatioii of iner3 that is at least national, if not
against their school's traditiiinal athletic
universal. To be sure, one occasionally
adversary from "kill Belmont Hill" to
wonders what precisely has transform"love. ..." At best, they were thought
ed some shrewd businessman into a
to be wanting in school spirit, but it was
merchant prince. But capitalists no
rarelyleftatbest.Deniedjust aboutany longer predominate. The honorary
genuine rites of passage, our young degree also adds to the pageantry of
define themselves either by such small commencements. At Harv-ard, where I
acts of rebellion or by _ equivaient teach, there is always an envying
decisions of accommodation.rim pleasmultitude waiting to see what outrageous new colors and ^.mifurm Ken
ed about David's choice, and worried,
Spengler warns someplace innis visioti
Galbralth will be dunning- At one recent
of apocalvpse that it is time for anxiety commencement,
having lust been
aplenty when children of the elites take
honored by yet another €nd.an unicersito handicrafts. Most of our son's peers
ty, he shawed up with some whlte
who troop through our homt (at least
garment resembling the I1iaF worn by
those who are not rock banddrummers)
Gandhi, On his head wa=- a turbac-like
eight
adding
are carpenters. But it is not Is Chris- headcress,
about
tian model they emulate, Their "thing,"
superfluous inches to his heiKht. There's
which is to say what they are"into,"is a lot of apucrypha aboct hunorarv
Eastern religion. I typed part of David's
degrees, but a usually reliable source
senior paper, and became a stranger in a
vouches for the truth of the following
foreign land of nhnmi and adlrkn and
tale- One professor had proposed
samsara. He, his friends and his siblings
Claude Levi-Strauss for a Harvard
are not children of the 1960s, but rather
honorary, to whkh a member of the
children of parents of the I060s. We are
governing board argued that making
the unresolved contradictiunsbetween
biue ieans wasn't so distinctive an
the ideals we Failed and the ideals that
achievement and, in any case, the man
failed us. Ourchildren scavenge around
suggested had onrcontnbuted money to
in our pasts, real and imagined, forwhat
Harvard. This year Harvard honored
has
they might salvage, It's no surprise, Alexander Salzhenitsyn,
then, that our young have both a certain
testified to the worst truths of the age
rage for order, as Austin Warren called
and is evidence himself of the best.
it, and an innocent des4re for chaos. At
last repnrt, David will not be in college
My younger son Jesse was eight and we
this September. My wice Anne accepts
were in curope where we !nexolicsbly
that as desirable and is surs-that it's
found ourselves invired one r.ight to an
temporary. I can live with that,_ unusualiv grand dinner party. We went.
rationalizing it as not quite punitive Clerical
garb,
regalia,
military
overcompensation for an overcultured,
diplomatic pamo, hmd: raururc financier
overeducated, oververbal home. He'll be gray, blue jean chic, declining noble
working, somewhere, with his hands.
seedy, cinema near-nude; all were
That's an honest vocation. He can do
renre=-ented around the huge table
that because he's whollv without
where, however, the conversatior rangarrogance. If we of the inbOs are not
ed from the prosaic to the mundane.
deceiving ourselves about our children,
Afterwards, Jesse asked me specifically
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about only one of the guests. "A
businessman," I said, "one of the
wealthiest men :n Eurooe. Why do you
ask:"' "Deu.use,"

my son answered,

'whene,er he spoke everyone became
more quietL"A devastating observation,
this

perception

of our embarrassing

habits of deference to the very rich.
Ap?arently, however, it's noembarrassment to lames Reston. Nelson
Rockefeller

has celebrated his 70th

birthday, Reston toid -is a fortnight ago,
"not becavse he is 70 iust yet ... but
because, like the Queen in, Britain, May
is more convenient for his &iends than
July." Reston opined, "It is fair to say
that in Waskngton, at least, he has no
enemies, and even his critics a:id opponents adm.ire h.m for his record of
public service." It may be fair, but it is
iccorrect -EveninWashington,thereare
those

who remember his year, of

budgetary

megalomania

and itchy

trigger finger as governor of New York;
his statesmanlike chairmanship of the
CIA coverup as vice president; and most
of

all

is pointless and spineless

presidential campaEgns that gave life to
the concept, "liberal Republ:can."

The British are said to be good conversationalists, and the current Britisi ambassador to W'ash:ngton Peter Jay, and

his wife, who is also the daughter of
Prime Minister James Callaghan, are
said to be disaopointed by the quality of
conversation in Washington. I can't say I
blame them. They've set about to
cnange the situation in the one place
they can-that is, their own residence.
Henceforth, apparently, dinner guests
will be givena particular topic in advance
for table talk_ The first of these improved soirEes focused on East-West

relations. I've heard no direct report of
the evening, but clearly-British or
no.t-the Jays have no sense of what
good conversation is if they think it's
something that's programmed and prepared for, like a graduate school
seminac In fact,what's wrong with con-

versation in Washington is precisely
that people do talk about East-West relations, Greek-Turkish relations, Carter-Congre=s relations, Democratic-Re-

publican relations. Good conversation is
personal, or at least about where the
pub:ic and the personal meet. A good
conversation is open even to the heart; it
is not statements of positiUns aad it is

never programmable in advance. Conversation is not a parliamentary debate.

::c^a-ea^zt
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Jet travel takes air out
of the inflation balloon.
If the fight against

This year, more than
85 million ai-r'.ine passengers-about one out
of every three-will get

inflation had wings, it
would be headed in the
right direction. Down. 0
Few other industries can match the
anti-inflation performance of the airlines, this year or in
the past decade.

more for their dollars
through widespread

discount fares. That's
taking air out of the
inflation balloon,

Air travel in
1978, the 75th year of
powered flight, will set
all-time records. U.S.
airlines in domestic and
international service
are ca=ryina more than
In the past 10
700,000 passengers a day years, despite soaring
-that's two million a
costs, particularly fuel,
mcnti more than last year, the average air fare on
One reason that
air travel keeps growing

is because the cost of an
airline ticket has increased much less than
the price of other
goods and services.

U.S. carriers has gone up
only 4.4% a year. By

contrast, the Consumer
Price Index during the
same period has
risen 6.2% per year-or

Some air travel tips:
-Make your reservations as early as
possib:e.
-Remember that
many discount fares
require advance
booking.

-Allow plenty of
time to get to the
airport and check in.
-Cancel reservations when your
plans change.
Don't be a No-Show.

41% higher than

air fares.
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